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 The Late Ordovician Sarah Format ion represents t he first  glac io - fluvial 
event  in the Arabian Peninsula.  Sarah Format ion is outcropping in areas o f 
central and northern Arabia border ing the Arabian Shield,  while it  occupies 
several sub-basinal areas in the subsurface.  The glacio - fluvial Sarah 
Format ion is considered as an important  reservo ir target , especially as t ight  
gas reservo ir.  This study was conducted to  character ize and compare 
different  scales o f deposit ional and post -deposit ional heterogeneit y o f the 
late Ordovician glacio - fluvia l paleochannels.  This might  help to reveal and 
understand reservo ir qualit y at  outcrop scale and it s predict ion in the 
subsurface.  Severa l glacio - fluvia l channels o f the Sarah Format ion were 
studied from a number o f outcrops in central Arabia.  F ive paleovalleys were 
the target of this study, namely Bukayr iyah, Rawd Al-Jawa, Hanadir,  Sarah 
and Khanasir Sarah paleovalleys.  The approach fo llowed in t his study 
inc luded sedimento logical field invest igat ions and laboratory petrological 
analys is.  Var iabilit y is noted within paleochannels in terms o f vert ical and 
lateral dist r ibut ion and their stacking pat tern and architecture.  Proximal to  
distal var iabilit y was also noted on facies t ypes,  geometr ies and their  
abundances.  Outcrop relat ionships also showed vert ical and lateral facies 
change with other Paleozo ic format ions.  Var iabilit y in texture,  
composit ion, sandstone type, facies,  geometry and architecture at  outcrop 
scale were a lso noted. Geologic contro ls in terms o f per iods of ice advance 
and ret reat,  tectonic,  sea level,  and sediment  supplies seem to have played 
important  role on facies t ypes,  paleoenvironments,  st rat igraphic hierarchies 
and their dist r ibut ion within the Paleozoic st rata. Reservo ir architecture 
var ies within and among paleochannels of the Sarah Format ion. 
Understanding var ious geo logic controls at  outcrop scale might  help bet ter 
understanding o f facies and environmental set t ing, reveal complexity and 
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determine meso- and macro-scale sedimento logical and st rat igraphica l 
heterogeneit ies.  This consequent ly might  help to  determine their impact  on 
reservo ir qualit y and architecture and en hances the predict ion o f reservo ir  
propert ies in the subsurface.  Propert ies examined included facies,  facies 
geometry or archit ecture,  sediment  texture and composit ion and diagenet ic 
overpr int  which all tend to influence the internal make -up and reservo ir  
propert ies.  Laboratory studies included thin sect ion petrography, XRD,  
SEM and MICP invest igat ions.  The porosity and permeabilit y 
measurements were carr ied out  for the core plugs to  detect  the micro -
heterogeneity within the five paleovalleys.  The Sarah gal cio- fluvial 
paleovalleys show var iat ion from micro - to  macro-scales.  Porosity and 
permeabilit y also show var iat ion among the invest igated paleovalleys.  The 
lit ho facies analys is indicates that  these sediments were deposited dur ing 
per iods o f ice advance and ret reat .  The facies ranges from brownish to 
reddish, silt y,  fine to  coarse grained quartz arenit es with clay cement  not  
exceeding 5%. The coat ing of quartz grains by authigenic kao linites 
prevented quartz overgrowth; and thus preserved the init ial porosit y and 
permeabilit y.  Thin sect ion petrography showed good correlat ion between 
the textural var iabilit y and porosity and permeabilit y measurement s.  Both 
deposit ional and diagenet ic controls have impacted porosity and 
permeabilit y pat terns in Sarah Format ion.  These factors include grain size,  
sort ing, cement  and matr ix content ,  pore size dist r ibut ion and their  
connect ivity.  Evaluat ion o f these different  scales of heterogene ity might  
help to  understand and predict  reservo ir  qualit y in the subsurface.  The 
reservo ir heterogeneity ana lysis conducted using three stat ic measures 
(coeffic ient  of var iat ion, Dykstra -parsons coeffic ient  and Lorenz 
coefficient) indicates that  the Sarah Format ion can be considered to 
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يمثل متكون صاا ارة  و العصاار افردوفيشااي ال متأخر أو  ظدور لااجرة الجل ي د الن ري في  اا ب  
الجزيرة العربية. ينكشا  متكون صا ارة في وساش و ا ما   ا ب  الجزيرة العربية ظي  يحد الدرع 
 لل غازيعد متكون صارة مكمن نفطي م م خاصة والعربي، بينما يشغل عدة مناطق تحت سطحي ة. 
المحكم . ت م  ا ل قيا م ب ذه الدراسة لتوصي  وال مقارنة بين  ا ل تنوع الترسيبي وبعد الترسيبي  ل ل قنوا ت 
ا لترسا يبية من عصار افردوفيشاي ال متأخر على عدة مسا تويات والذي سد يسا اعد على كشا  وف م 
ة تم درا س ا على الم ستوى تحت ال سطحي.جودة المكمن ا لنفطي على م ستوى المك ش   وا ل تنبؤ ب 
عدة سنوات ترسااا يبية لمتكون صااا ارة من خلا  عدد من المكا ااا  الجيدة بوساااش الممل كة العرب ي ة 
ا ل ساااااا عودية مع ا ساااااا ت دا  خمساااااا ة وديان سديمة للمتكون جم: ا لبكيرية، رو الجوا ، الحنا در، 
يبية ظقلية وتحا ل يل صاا ارة، وخناصاار صاا ارة . تناا من ا لن   ا ل متبع في جذا البح  درا سااات ترساا
صااااااااخرية معمل ية. لوظف  ا ل تنوع في  ا ل قنوات  ا ل قديمة من خلا  ا لتوزيع اففقي والرأ سااااااااي ونمش 
كما لوظف  ا ل تنوع في ا ل سااااحن الصااااخرية وأ اااا كال ا ال ندساااا ية تبعا  ختلا   والزخرفة.ا لتكدس 
ر موضاااا ع ا من المصاااا در، باىضاااا افة إلى  ا ل تنوع في  ا ل ن ساااا ي  الصااااخري والتركي  وأنواع الحج
متمثل ة في فترات تقدم وتراجع  -الرملي على مسااااااا توى المكشااااااا . ولعبت العوامل الجيولوجية 
دورا جا ما في  ا ل تأثير على  -تكتونية افلواح ومسااا توى ساااطو البحر واىمدا د الرسااا وبي الجل يد و
أنواع السحن الصخري ة ال متكونة واختلا   ا ل بيئات الترسيبي ة  ا ل قديمة وتركي  الطبقات وتوزيع ا 
ف م ودرا سة كل تلك  ا ل تأثيرات من الممكن أن ي ساعد في تحدي د  ن روا س  العصر  ا ل باليوزوي.ب ي
قطاعات رسي ق ة ل بتروجرافي  اااا ملت الدرا سااااات المعملية فح  خواص المكمن ا لنفطي وجودت .
من الصاااخور وا سااا تخدا م تقنية ظيود اف ااا عة ا ل سااا ينية والمج ر ا لكتروني ال ما ساااو وفحوصااا ات 
المساا امية  وا ل نفا ي ة ل ل عينات الصااخرية لتحد ي د يقة ظقن الزئبق. وتم سياس الناا غش ال شاا عيري بطر
ماجية عدم ا لتجانس على المستوى المج ري بين ال وديان الترسيبي ة  ا ل قديمة لمتكون صارة وا ل تي 
. من مساا توى المكشاا  إلى المساا توى المج ري – أظ رت تنوعا واضااحا على جميع المساا تويات
كما أ ا ار تحليل الساحن الصاخري ة إلى أن تلك الرواسا  سد تم ترسا يب ا خلا  فترات مختلفة من 
تقدم وتراجع الجل يد. ظي  تتراوح ال سااحن بين الكوارتز أرينيت  ا ل بني  وا ل بني المحمر، الغري ني، 
من معادن الطين التي يغل  عل ي ا  % 5ناعم إلى خشن الحبيبات، ويحتوي على ن سبة   تتجاوز 
جذا المعدن بدوره في تغلي  ظبيبات الكوارتز مما منع زيا دة نموجا ؛  سااا اعدمعدن ا ل كا ول ينيت. و
وبا ل تالي ساا اعد على الحفاظ على المساا امية  وا ل نفا ية افصاا ل يتين للصااخر. أثرت كل من العوا مل 
ا لترسااااا يبية وما بعد ا لترسااااا يبية على خواص المسااااا امية  وا ل نفا ية لمتكون صااااا ارة، و ااااا ملت تلك 
: ظجم الحبيبات، توزيع ا، نوع ومحتوى را سااااااا  افرضااااااا ية والموا د اللاظمة، وتوزي ع العوامل
أن متكون صاا ارة يمثل مكمنا نفطي ا المساا ام ودرجة نفا جا . وأ ااارت معاملات عدم ا لتجانس إلى 
 غير متجانس إلى غير متجانس عالي.
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1. CHAPTER ONE 
INTRODUCTION  
The Late Ordovician (Hirnant ian)  glaciat ion covered West  Gondwana 
cont inent  (Hambrey, 1985) which mainly included Africa,  South America  
and Arabia (Paris and Robardet ,  1990).  The Middle East  and North Afr ica 
region was affected by the Hirnant ian glaciat ion, e.g. ,  Mauritania,  
Morocco, Alger ia,  Libya, Egypt  and Saudi Arabia  (Le Heron et  al. ,  2009),  
and the Ashgilian glaciat ion, e.g. ,  Jordan  (Abed et  al. ,  1993; Amireh et  al. ,  
2001; Turner et  al. ,  2005) .  The Late Ordovician glaciogenic deposits were 
recorded in both the proximal areas (Mauritania,  Alger ia,  Libya, Niger ,  
Saudi Arabia) and the ice distal zone in Morocco, Spain and  Turkey 
(Ghienne, 2011).  In Saudi Arabia,  outcropping equivalents for Paleozo ic 
glacial and fluvial st rata are excellent ly exposed. Equivalent  outcrops are 
also recorded in northern Saudi Arabia,  southwestern Saudi Arabia at  Wajid 
Formation, and limited subsurface penetrat ion in Rub al Khali B asin.   
Sarah Formation is exposed in the center of the Arabian Plate between the 
southeastern Great  Nafud and Wadi Al-Rimah with thickness ranging from 
90 to 300 m of fine to  medium grained sandstone, accompanied by a t illit e  
facies of glacial to  marine or igin.  These sediments provide  a good 
opportunity to  examine different  scales of sedimentary heterogeneity and 
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their impact  on reservoir qualit y.  Nairn and Alsharhan (2003)  described the 
lower part  of Sarah Formation as glacial paleovalley deposits,  associat ed 
with fluvial and marine sediments.   
The Sarah paleochannels have sheet  to  lent icular geometry and 
unconformably cut  through Zarqa, Qaseem and Saq Formations ( Figure 
1-2).  The facies in outcrop varies from diamect ite and massive,  horizontal 
to  t rough cross-bedded sandstones.  Lithologically,  the facies ranges from 
brownish to  reddish, silt y,  fine to  coarse grained sandstone. Both 
deposit ional and diagenet ic controls have impacted porosity and 
permeabilit y pat terns in Sarah Formation. These factors include grain size,  
sort ing, cement  and matrix content ,  pore size dist r ibut ion and their  
connect ivity.  Understanding these controls might  help to  assess and predict  
the qualit y of Sarah reservoir in the subsurface.   
Sarah Formation is considered to  be a potent ial reservoir with the most ly 
unexplored areas of the Paleozoic pet roleum system in the Arabian 
Peninsula (Millson et  al. ,  1996; Schenk and Pollast ro,  2000).  It  is also  
considered as a primary reservoir target  for t ight  gas in the subsurface in 
Saudi Arabia (Al-Mahmoud and Al-Ghamdi,  2010).  
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1.1 Problem Statement 
Recent ly,  demand to get  the maximum recovery from oil and gas fields has 
been increasing in Saudi Arabia,  especially for natural gas.  The Sarah 
Formation is studied here because it  represents an important  t ight  gas 
reservoir target  in the subsurface (Al-Mahmoud and Al-Ghamdi,  2010) of 
the Arabian Peninsula,  especially in Rub' Al-Khali Basin (Briner et  al. ,  
2010; Bukhamseen et  al. ,  2010)  
Khalil (2012)  defined three types of t ight  gas sweet  spots in the subsurface ,  
namely the deposit ional,  diagenet ic and tectonic types.  The complexity of 
facies,  environments and paleogeography of the Late Ordovician Sarah 
Formation in the subsurface makes the predict ion of reservoir qualit y 
difficult  (Al-Mahmoud and Al-Ghamdi,  2010; Briner et  al. ,  2010).  
Therefore,  this study intends to  use the outcrop analog of Sarah Format ion 
to  invest igate some of the complexity indicated by the above ment ioned 
authors.   
The limitat ion of techniques and difficult ies to  determine detailed reservo ir  
heterogeneity in the subsurface  encouraged the use of surface outcrop 
analog. The outcrop analog can provide informat ion about  rock body 
dimension, size,  and orientat ion, at  a resolut ion which is  unavailable from 
the subsurface (Abdullat if and Makkawi, 2004; Abdullat if and Makkawi,  
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2010; Al-Ajmi et  al. ,  2011; Grammer et  al. ,  2004; Thurmond et  al. ,  2005).  
Consequent ly,  this provides insight  for geological modeling, understanding 
and predict ing the behavior of hydrocarbon reservoirs and water aquifers.  
Understanding the geologic controls on the variat ion of reservoir qualit y is  
a key factor for predict ing reservoir propert ies in the subsurface.  This will 
increase the understanding of reservoir heterogeneity in the subsurface and 
can help predict ing the dist ribut ion of the potent ial reservoir facies,  and 
their petrophysical propert ies.  The study may also provide  reference and 
input  that  may allow refinement  of reservoir characterizat ion models based 
on subsurface data.  The direct  benefit  of such input  is to  improve reservo ir  
characterizat ion and fluid simulat ion model(s) that  will allow taking sound 
and concrete decisions related to  development  and management  of oil and 
gas in glacial and fluvial reservoirs.  
1.2 Objectives  
The aim of the study is to  describe,  understand, and determine the 
deposit ional and post -deposit ional heterogeneity,  and invest igate its impact  
on reservoir qualit y and petrophysical parameters (e.g.  porosity and 
permeabilit y pat terns) in Sarah Formation. The study is based on 
sedimentological field invest igat ions and laboratory petrological analys is  
of selected outcrop sect ions from the Late Ordovic ian Sarah Formation.  
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1.3 Location of the Study Area  
The study area is located in Al-Qaseem area,  central Saudi Arabia where 
Sarah Formation is well exposed. Figure 1-1 shows the locat ions of the 
studied outcrops and their dist ribut ion within the p aleovalleys of Sarah 







Figure 1-1: Regional dist ribut ion of Sarah paleovalleys within  the 
Paleozoic st rata of Al-Qaseem dist rict ,  Saudi Arabia,  (after Clark-Lowes,  
2005).  The numbers represent  the locat ions of the studied Sarah outcrops  





Figure 1-2:  Sarah Formation within the Paleozoic st rat igraphy of Central 




1.4 Previous Studies  
McClure (1978)  was the first  to  ident ify and provide evidence to  the Late 
Ordovician Glaciat ion in Saudi Arabia.  Mapping of Sarah paleovalleys was 
carried out  by Vaslet  (1987, 1989 and 1990) .  In 1992, Saudi Aramco started 
to  conduct  field t rips to  study the Late Ordovician Glaciat ion of Sarah 
Formation and its sedimentologic signif icance (Senalp and Al-Laboun,  
2000).  The first  detailed sedimentologic studies of both the Zarqa and Sarah 
format ions in the Qaseem and Hayil regions were  carried out  by Senalp and 
Al-Laboun (2000) .  They located the glacial boulders,  t illite and st riat ions 
within the Late Ordovician paleovalleys,  Sarah and Zarqa Formations,  in 
central Saudi Arabia  (Figure 1-3).  Moscariello  et  al.  (2009) studied the 
paleogeography of Sarah Formation based on well data,  outcrop analogs,  
and glacial equivalents  in Mauritania,  Alger ia,  South Turkey and Jordan .  
The concept  of t ight  gas sands was introduced in the 1978 U.S. Gas Policy 
Act  as those reservoirs of permeabilit y less than or equal to  0.1 md  (Kazemi,  
1982).  Since then, several other  definit ions have been introduced, but ,  so 
far,  this is the most  commonly accepted one. Tight  gas sands are one type 
of unconvent ional gas sources,  side by side to  shale gas,  coal bed methane,  




According to  the important  workflow suggested by Aguilera et  al.  (2008)  
for studying t ight  gas reservoirs,  the first  step should be inspect ing the 
outcrop analog. When the outcrop proves a good qualit y,  then 3D models 
should be established based on st ructural,  st rat igraphical,  petrophysical and 
sedimentological analyses.  After construct ing the 3D virtual outcrop 
models,  comes the integrat ion with subsurface data such as cores,  well logs,  
and consider ing porosity and permeabilit y under reservoir condit ions.  
Le Heron et  al.  (2006)  studied the Late Ordovician glaciogenic reservo ir  
heterogeneity in the Murzuq Basin,  Libya.  Bukhamseen et  al.  (2010)  
developed a st rategy for fracture st imulat ion that  gave birth to  the first  
discovery from Sarah Formation t ight  gas reservoirs in the Rub Al-Kha l i,  
Saudi Arabia.  Laboun (2010)  studied the glaciat ion events within the 
Paleozoic tectono-st rat igraphic framework of the Arabian P eninsula.  He 
pointed out  that  Zarqa and Sarah Formations represent  the syn -glaciat ion 
cycle.  Ghienne (2011)  studied the dist ribut ion of the glacial features in both 
the proximal areas (Mauritania,  Alger ia,  Libya, Niger,  Saudi Arabia) and 
the ice distal zone (Morocco, Spain,  Turkey).   
Al-Harbi and Khan (2011)  studied the petrography, geochemistry and 
diagenesis for samples of Sarah Formation in Central Saudi Arabia.  They 
concluded that  cementat ion was the main diagenet ic event  occurring as 
grain coats and pore fillings.  They assigned the probable parent  area of 
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paleovalley-fill sediments to  a complex of granite,  metasedimentary and 
pre-exist ing sedimentary rocks.   
Dogan et  al.  (2012)  presented an overview of Sarah Formation as an 
example for unconvent ional t ight  gas sandstones in Saudi Arabia.  They 
accounted the increased explorat ion potent ial of Sarah Formation due to  the 
close relat ionship between Sarah Sandstones and the “hot  shale” facies of 





Figure 1-3: The locat ions of the glacial boulders,  t illite and st riat ions 
within the Late Ordovician paleovalleys in central Saudi Arabia (Senalp 
and Al-Laboun, 2000).  
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2. CHAPTER TWO 
METHODOLOGY 
2.1 Introduction 
The study comprised of field sedimento logical invest igat ions,  fo llowed by 
var ious laboratory analyses o f samples and data interpretat ion. An out line 
of the methods used in the study is shown in the flow chart  ( Figure 2-1) and 
discussed br iefly in this chapter.  
2.2 Field Investigation 
Field data were obtained through studying ten outcrop sect ions represent ing 
five paleovalleys o f Sarah Format ion (Figure 1-1),  namely Bukayr iyah,  
Hanadir ,  Sarah and Sarah Ridge (Khanasir Sarah).  Facies were descr ibed 
on the basis o f grain sizes,  sedimentary st ructures,  color,  fossils,  etc.  The 
architectural elements were recorded for the facies analysis using the facies 
code of (Miall,  1996) as descr ibed in Table 3-2. Throughout  the course o f 
field study, a total o f about  100 samples represent ing different  paleovalleys 
from different  localit ies were co llected for laboratory examinat ions and 









2.3 Laboratory Analysis  
Out of the samples co llected from different  paleovalleys dur ing the field 
invest igat ion, 290 core plugs were prepared and processed for petrophysical 
analys is (porosity and permeabilit y measurements).  A total o f 90 plugs were 
processed for pet rographic analys is.  Fro m those 90 samples,  thin sect ions 
were prepared. Also, 15 samples were analyzed us ing scanning electron 
microscopy (SEM), and 20 others by X-ray powder diffract ion technique .  
2.3.1.  Thin Section Petrography 
Thin sect ions were required to  get  informat ion on sandst one composit ion,  
texture,  sort ing, mineralogical composit ion and porosity.  The effects o f 
deposit ional facies and diagenet ic processes on the sediment  heterogeneit y 
were also taken into considerat ion. 78 thin sect ions were prepared from the 
selected samples.  The samples were impregnated with blue epoxy under  
vacuum pump to reveal t he dist r ibut ion of pores.  Then, the impregnat ion 
was allowed to cure overnight .  The slabs were smoothly po lished with 
calcium carbide on plane glass and mounted on glass slide.  The glass -
mounted slabs were subsequent ly po lished for thin sect ion microscopy aft er  
cur ing. The petrographic analysis o f thin sect ions was conducted based on 
Tucker (2001).  
2.3.2.  Scanning Electron Microscopy (SEM) 
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Bet ter observat ion o f features was achieved through the applicat ion o f S EM 
analys is on 15 samples.  SEM was usefu l in get t ing a clearer idea o f grain 
boundar ies,  microstructures and elemental analys is.  It  also helped in the 
ident ificat ion of the clay types based on morpho logy and its effects on 
porosity.  The samples for SEM study were placed in ho lders (plat inum disc)  
held with carbon paint ,  dr ied and go ld -coated in vacuum with sput ter coater. 
The coated samples were subsequent ly scanned with SEM ,  Model JEOL 
JSM-5900LV (Figure 2-2); under electron beam not  stronger than 20 keV.  
Having an Oxford Energy Dispersive Spectrometer (EDS) attached to the 
SEM helped in analyz ing the elemental composit ion o f the examined rock 
samples.  
2.3.3.  X-Ray Powder Diffraction (XRD) 
The aim o f using XRD was to  ident ify the mineralogical composit ion o f the 
rock samples of Sarah Format ion, recognize the clay minerals pres ent  in the 
samples and ident ify them. 20 samples o f Sarah Format ion, from different  
paleovalleys,  were subject ed to  XRD analys is.  The samples were ground to 
fine powders.  In this powdered form, grains tend to arrange themselves in  
some preferred or ientat ions that  produce dist inct  diffract ion pat terns.  The 














2.3.4.  Porosity and Permeability  
Thorough porosity and permeabilit y measurement s were carr ied out  on 
about  290 core plugs to  detect  the micro -heterogeneity within the studied 
paleovalleys.  The core plugs have 1"  diameter and var ious lengths,  but  
mainly 2" .  The selected samples were analyzed using the TPI-219  helium-
porosimeter and the TKA-209  gas-permeameter  (Coretest Systems, Inc . )  
devices (Figure 2-4).  The standard procedures for porosity and permeabilit y 
measurements have been fo llowed as stated in the User’s Manuals o f both 
devices.  
The helium-porosimeter requires sample core plugs.  The weight ,  length and 
diameter of these plugs are input  parameters to  be loaded to the system to 
calculate the grain vo lume, pore vo lume  and bulk vo lume. These 
calculat ions were used to  calculate  the grain density and hence to  get  the 
porosity percentage.  
The same core plugs were used in the gas -permeameter.  The gas injected 
into the rock samples was  helium. For each plug, five gas permeabilit y 
measurements,  at  different  pressures,  are plot ted versus the inverse of mean 
pressure (Figure 2-5).  Liquid permeabilit y  is equiva lent  to  the value at  the 
int ercept  of the average st raight  line with the gas  permeabilit y axis,  so-









Figure 2-4: (a) TPI-219  helium-porosimeter,  and (b) TKA-209  gas-
permeameter (Coretest Systems, Inc . ,  California,  U.S.A.).  




Figure 2-5:  An example from sample # S1V1 for calculat ing liqu id 
permeabilit y from gas permeabilit y using the Klinkenberg correct ion  ( five 
pressure steps).  The y-intercept  is the Klinkenberg-corrected permeabil it y.  
  



































2.3.5.  Mercury Injection Capillary Pressure (MICP)  
Washburn (1921)  was the first  to use mercury inject ion to  determine the 
pore aperture size dist r ibut ion. The MICP method was further developed by 
Purcell (1949)  and many others.  Mercury inject ion is used to determine the 
int erconnected porosity and the size dist r ibut ion of pore apertures ,  both 
influencing permeabilit y and non-wet ting phase (e.g. ,  hydrocarbon)  
saturat ions (Shafer and Neasham, 2000).  
Pore-throat  aperture size ana lysis was conducted for 10 selected samples 
represent ing the different  studied paleovalleys.  The analys is was conducted 
using the Micromeritics AutoPore IV 9500  high-pressure (up to  60,000 psia)  
mercury porosimeter  (Figure 2-6).  It  can measure pore diameter range fro m 
approximately 360 to 0.003 µm. The cleaned and dr ied core plugs were 
injected by mercury, as a non-wet t ing phase,  in customized pressure 
increments.  Being non-wet t ing to  most  substances and having high surface 
tension, mercury intrudes into the pores,  and hence the pore vo lume can be 
calculated. The inst rument  automat ically  records the vo lume o f mercury 
injected at  each pressure increment  up to 100 % pore-vo lume Hg saturat ion 













3. CHAPTER THREE 
FIELD INVESTIGATION 
3.1. Introduction 
A detailed field work was conducted to  provide the basic data required for  
sedimentology, petrophysics and heterogeneity descript ion in the studied 
paleovalleys of Sarah Formation. Nine selected outcrop sect ions 
represent ing various paleovalleys of Sarah Formation were studied and 
described as shown in Figure 1-1.  Representat ive samples were collect ed 
from these sect ions to  be subjected to  further laboratory analysis.   
Table 3-1 shows the locat ions of the studied outcrops within Sarah 
Paleovalleys,  and their geographic coordinates.  This chapter  includes 
descript ion of each outcrop and facies based on the study of the vert ical 
and lateral outcrop profiles.  Facies were analyzed and architectural 
elements ident ified based on the facies code after Miall (1996).  Facies 
assemblages and architectural elements encountered in Sarah Formation are 
described briefly in Table 3-2.  This provided informat ion about  deposit iona l 
processes and spat ial configurat ion of deposits.  The deposit ional model of 
Sarah Formation has been proposed based on the facies analysis.  
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Sarah Formation appears as deeply incised glacial paleovalleys in outcrops,  
as described by McGillivray and Husseini (1992) and Vaslet  (1987, 1989 
and 1990).  The concept  of Sarah paleovalleys was invest igated thoroughly 
by Clark-Lowes (2005) with extensive photogeological and 
sedimentological work. He concluded that  Sarah Formation is deeply 
incised into  the lower Ordovician sediments,  and it  was deposited onto an 
erosional surface that  has a geomet ry similar to  that  of a valley.  Later 
regional marine t ransgression occurred during the Early Silur ian, which 
flooded these valleys result ing in the deposit ion of the Qusaiba shale  
(Senalp and Al-Laboun, 2000).  
In most  of the outcrops,  Sarah Formation is highly affected by erosion and 
the remaining sect ion is the most  resist ive preserved pa rt  of Sarah 
Formation, as in Bukayriyah, Rawd Al-Jawa and Sarah paleovalleys.  In 
other outcrops,  Sarah Formation unconformably cuts through Hanadir ,  
Kahfa,  Ra’an and Quwarah members of Qasim Formation, As in Hanadir  
and Khanasir Sarah paleovalleys.  In these outcrops,  the sharp contacts with 
the underlying beds of Qasim Formation indicate erosion or lack of 
deposit ion prior to  the deposit ion of Sarah sandstones.  The thickness of 
Sarah format ion varies according to  many factors includ ing:  
paleotopography,  size of the paleovalley, the resistance of erosion, the 
amount  of preserved sedimentary infill and the posit ion of the outcrop 
within the paleovalley (Manivit  et  al. ,  1986; Senalp and Allaboun, 2000).  
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Table 3-1: Locat ions o f the studied outcrops of Sarah Format ion  in Central Saudi Arabia  
Outcrop No. Paleovalley Localit y Longitude  Lat itude Sample code  
1 Bukair iyah  Al-Bukair iyah  E 43° 38 ' 52.6"  N 26° 08 ' 58"  S1- 
2 Bukair iyah  Al-Bukair iyah  E 43° 39 ' 6.3 ' '  N 26° 09 ' 25.1 ' '  S2- 
3 Bukair iyah  Al-Qar’a  E 43° 45 ' 19 ' '  N 26° 23 ' 08 ' '  --  
4 Rawd Al-Uyun Uyun Al-Jawa E 43° 35.836'  N 26° 31.656'  --  
5 Rawd Al-Uyun Uyun Al-Jawa E 43° 35.861'  N 26° 31.600'  --  
6 Hanadir  Uyun Al-Jawa E 43° 35.784' N 26° 33.133'  RC-  
7 Hanadir  Uyun Al-Jawa E 43° 34 ' 40.2 ' '  N 26° 34 ' 14.6 ' '  SR- 
8 Sarah Al-Quwarah E 43° 28 ' 5.2 ' '  N 26° 47 ' 22.8 ' '  S3- 





3.2.  Bukayriyah Paleovalley  
Al-Bukayr iyah paleovalley is the largest  of the five studied paleovalleys.  
It  extends from Al-Bukyr iyah to  Al-Qar’a towns over more than 50 km 
distance with a north-northeast  orientat ion.  Three outcrop sect ions were 
studied in t his pa leovalley. The first  outcrop in Al-Bukayr iyah (43° 38 ' 
52.6" E; 26° 08 ' 58" N) lies near the entrance o f Al-Bukayr iyah cit y (Figure 
1-1).  The original sect ion is no longer existent  as it  was removed 
completely.  The remaining are some blocks and boulders o f Sarah 
Format ion. The sandstones are fine to  medium-grained and hor izontally 
laminated.  Samples were co llected from this outcrop for subsequent  
laboratory analys is.  
The outcrop sect ion No. 2 (Figure 3-2) is approximately three meters t hick,  
located behind the main square at  the entrance o f Al -Bukayr iyah town (43° 
39' 6.3 ' ' E; 26° 09 ' 25.1 ' ' N).   The vert ical pro file o f this sect ion 
demonstrates stacked channels o f fine to  medium-grained sandstone. These 
channels are separated by a scoured surface .  Scour ho llows were observed 
filled with finer sandstone.  
The outcrop No. 3 in Bukayr iyah paleovalley is located approximately two 
kilometers west  of Al-Qar’a town (43° 45' 19 ' ' N; 43° 45 ' 19 ' ' E).  It  was 
previous ly referred to by Senalp and Al-Laboun (2000) and Sena lp and Al 
Duaiji (1996) as “Sarah channel at  Khashm Al-Madba’ah cuesta”.  The base 
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of the Sarah channel cuts deeply into the t ide -dominated shallow mar ine 
sequence of Ra’an and Quwarah members of Qasim Format ion (Figure 3-6, 
Figure 3-7). 
The sect ion begins at  the bot tom with about  nine meters of the dark grey 
laminated Ra’an shale.  The sequence is coarsening upward  with 1-1.5 
meters of fine-grained well sorted siltstone followed by the horizontally 
st rat ified,  well sorted, off-white,  bioturbated sandstone of Quwarah 
Member.  Then, the incised Sarah channel cuts the underlying Quwarah 
Member then cuts deeply into the Ra’an Member with an angle of about  30 
degrees (Figure 3-5,  Figure 3-7).   
The base of the channel is characterized by a cont inuo us bed of diamict it e .  
The Sarah Formation at  the top of the sect ion contains coarse to  very 
coarse-grained, brownish and yellowish white,  poorly sorted, massive 
sandstone. At  the very top lies a bed of approximately 30 cm of crudely 
t rough cross-bedded sandstone. At  some parts,  the diamict ite is horizontally 
imbr icated at  the base of Sarah Formation. The sandstones are affected by 
syn- and post -sedimentat ion faults and soft -sediment  deformat ion 
st ructures which outfaced the primary sedimentary st ructures.  These are 
probably due to  liquefecat ion, c lay de-watering or different ial compact ion 
of part ially lithified sediments (Clark-Lowes, 2005) .  
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3.3. Rawd Al-Jawa Paleovalley  
Moving north from Al-Bukayr iyah paleovalley, lies the Rawd Al-Jawa 
paleovalley which has a north-east  direct ion. Two sect ions were studied at  
this paleovalley. Outcrop profile No. 4 is located at  Uyun Al -Jawa (26° 
31.656' N, 43° 35.836' E) .  The vert ical profile of this sect ion (11 m) shows 
a coarsening and thickening upward sequence ( Figure 3-10).  It  starts at  the 
base with reddish color,  fine-grained, well-sorted, laminated siltstone.  The 
siltstone is rooted, bioturbated, contains vert ical burrows (7-15 cm) filled 
with green mud, as well as muddy dropstones and diamict ite.   
The next  interval is composed of medium to coarse-grained sandstone, cut  
by scoured surface of channel with intraformat ional conglomerate at  the 
base,  t rough cross-bedding and diamict ite.  Diamict ites usually indicate a 
glacial origin.  The last  interval (7m) at  the top comprises medium-grained,  
t rough cross-bedded sandstone, containing green pebbles and mud clasts.  
Outcrop sect ion No.5 is also located at  Uyun Al-Jawa next  to  outcrop No. 
4,  (26° 31.600' N, 43° 35.861 ' E).  The vert ical profile (Figure 3-13) is  
composed of 11 m of vert ically stacked channels with clear scoured channe l 
bases.  The lower interval is medium-grained sandstone, very well-sorted,  
horizontally and thinly laminated, containing iron concret ion, overlying 
very fine-grained, Scolithos-rich and oxidized sandstone (Sb).  The next  
interval is composed of medium-grained sandstone, thinly bedded, that  
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contains vert ical burrowing,  commonly Scolithos-rich,  bioturbat ion, iron 
concret ions,  interbedded with very fine-grained, well sorted siltstone.  
3.4. Hanadir Paleovalley  
Sarah Formation is well exposed in Hanadir paleovalley near Jabal Al-
Hanadir.  The paleovalley has a NE orientat ion. Outcrop No. 6 is a road-cut  
sect ion on the highway to  Uyun Al-Jawa town (26° 33.133' N, 43° 35.784' 
E).  This sect ion is composed of four intervals of sandstones with coarsening 
upward pat tern (Figure 3-16).  The first  interval at  the base is composed of 
very fine-grained, horizontally laminated, bioturbated reddish color  
sandstone. The overlying interval is mainly fine -grained, whit ish grey,  
fractured sandstone. The third interval comprises fine to  medium -gra ined 
horizontally laminated sandstone with local small -scale t rough cross-
bedding and limonite pebbles.  The sandstone becomes very coarse -grained 
and t rough cross-bedded at  the upper interval.  
Outcrop No.7 at  Uyun Al-Jawa, Hanadir paleovalley (26° 34 ' 14.6 ' ' N, 43° 
34' 40.2 ' ' E) is where Sarah Format ion lie s direct ly unconformably over 
the Ra’an Member o f Qasim Format ion ( Figure 3-19, Figure 3-20).  The 
Sarah channel cuts sharply and abrupt ly through the Ra’an shale.  The 
Sarah sandstone is fine to  med ium-grained, yellowish brown, most ly 
massive,  with local fa int  laminat ion, hor izontally laminated in the upper 
part .  The sandstone beds are affected with vert ical fractures that  caused 
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general deformat ion st ructures.  The c hannel base is marked by 1-2 m 
siltstone bed.   
Figure 3-21 Shows correlat ion of vert ical sect ions through the lateral pro file  
of the outcrop that  show the cut t ing of Sarah Formation into the underlying 
Ra’an shale.  
3.5. Sarah Paleovalley  
The outcrop No. 8 is located at  Al-Quwarah (26° 47' 22.8'' N, 43° 28' 5.2' '  
E).  It  represents the thickest  sect ion of Sarah Formation of all the measured 
sect ions in the study area.  It  comprises 26 m of reddish color,  fine -gra ined 
sandstone (Figure 3-22).  The sandstones are mainly horizontally laminated.  
The thickness of the beds ranges from less than 1 cm to a few cm. the upper  
part  of the sect ion is sheared and fractured and contains local t rough cross -
bedding. Iron cementat ion appears clearly at  the top of the sect ion where 
hematite and limonite pebbles are common. The whole sect ion is a group of 
stacked channels in which sandstone beds t runcate each other.  
3.6. Khanasir Sarah (Sarah Ridge) Paleovalley  
Outcrop No. 9 at  Sarah Ridge (Khanasir Sarah) reveals the lateral 
heterogeneity of Sarah Formation with relat ion to  other Paleozo ic 
format ions.  The Sarah channel cuts deeply through Kahfah sandstone and 
deeper into the Hanadir shale,  both of Qasim Formation  (Figure 3-27).  
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Sarah Formation, in the central part ,  consists of  medium to coarse-grained 
sandstone, horizontally to  low angle  laminated, t rough cross-bedded in 
some parts.  The change in grain s ize or sedimentary st ructures is related to  
deposit ion of a new channel marked by a scoured base ( Figure 3-25, and 




Figure 3-1: Photographs from the first  outcrop of Sarah Formation in Al-
Bukayriyah (43° 38' 52.6" E; 26° 08' 58" N) showing (a) scat tered blocks 
of  Sarah Formation sandstones,  (b) glacial grooves within the fine -gra ined 
sandstones,  (c) a t illite block of horizontally st rat ified fine to  medium -




Figure 3-2: Vert ical pro file o f outcrop No. 2 of Sarah Format ion at  Al-
Bukayr iyah (43° 39 ' 6.3' ' E ; 26° 09 ' 25.1' ' N) consists of two stacked 
channels dominated by fine to  medium-grained sandstone, t rough cross-






Figure 3-3:  Photographs from outcrop sect ion No. 2 of Sarah Formation at  
Al-Bukayr iyah (43° 39' 6.3'' E; 26° 09' 25.1'' N) showing (a) horizontally 
bedded to low angle bedded sandstone, (b) sandy bedforms (SB) containing 
horizontally st rat ified sandstone, (c)  and (d) scoop-shaped Scour hollows  
(HO) filled with fine sand, (e) SB architectural element  with horizontally 





Figure 3-4: Lateral profile o f outcrop No. 2 of Sarah Format ion at  Al-Bukayr iyah (43° 39 ' 6.3 ' ' E; 26° 09 ' 25.1' '  
N) showing sandstone body geometry and architectural elements classificat ion.  CH: channel,  SB: sand bedforms,  






Figure 3-5: Vert ical pro file o f outcrop No. 3 of Sarah Format ion at  Al-Qar’a (43° 45 ' 19 ' ' N; 43° 45 ' 19 ' ' E) 




Figure 3-6: Photographs o f outcrop No. 3 of Sarah Format ion at  Al-Qar’a showing (a)  the northern end of the 
outcrop where at  the right  side o f the photo Sarah Format ion is completely eroded, while at  the left  side of the 
photo, Quwarah Member is eroded and Sarah Format ion lies above Ra’an Member,  (b) the progradat ional shallow 
mar ine sequence of Ra’an and Quwarah members o f Qasim Format ion while Sarah Format ion is completely 





Figure 3-7: Photographs of outcrop No. 3 of Sarah Format ion at  Al-Qar’a 
showing (a) the opposite side o f Sarah channel appear ing in  Figure 3-5 
where Sarah Format ion cuts into Quwarah and Ra’an members of Qasim 
Format ion, (b) close-up view o f the contact  between Sarah Format ion and 
Quwarah Member where the base of the channel is  character ized by a 
diamect ite (Dm) thin bed, (c) a cavity within Sarah Format ion in which the 
arrows show the intraformat iona l diamict ite occurr ing as very thin beds  






Figure 3-8: Photographs of outcrop No. 3 of Sarah Formation at  Al-Qar’a 
showing the main litho facies of Sarah Formation  in this sect ion: (a) t rough 
cross-st rat ified sand bed at  top of Sarah Fm.,  (b) t rough cross -bedded 
sandstone imbr icated within the deformed sand blocks of Sarah Fm.,  (c) and 
(d) t rough cross-bedded sandstone interbedded with massive sandstone, (e) 
massive or faint - laminated coarse-grained sandstone, (f) glacial diamect ie 






Figure 3-9: Annotated photomosaic for the lateral profile of outcrop No. 3 of Sarah Formation at  Al-Qar’a 
showing the main architectural elements,  with correlat ion of sedimentologic logs at  different  posit ions of the 




Figure 3-10:  The vert ical profile of outcrop sect ion No.4 of Sarah 
Formation at  Uyun Al-Jawa, Rawd Al-Jawa paleovalley (26° 31.656' N, 43° 






Figure 3-11: Photographs of outcrop No.4 of Sarah Format ion at  Uyun Al-
Jawa, Rawd Al-Jawa paleovalley (26° 31.656' N, 43° 35.836' E) showing 
the dominant  lit ho facies: (a) hor izontally  and low angle  laminated medium-
grained sandstone, (b,  c,  d) well sorted, fine-grained silt stone, roots,  
bioturbat ion, mud interc lasts,  and diamict ite,  (e) planar and t rough cross-
bedded medium to coarse-grained sandstone lies above the fine -grained 






Figure 3-12: Annotated lateral profile of outcrop No.4 of Sarah Formation at  Uyun Al-Jawa, Rawd Al-Jawa 
paleovalley (26° 31.656' N, 43° 35.836' E) showing the main facies assemblages and architectural elements.  CH: 
channel,  SB: sand bedforms, LA: lateral accret ion, FF: overbank fines,  St : medium -grained t rough cross-bedded 







Figure 3-13: The vert ical profile of Outcrop sect ion No.5 of Sarah 
Formation at  Uyun Al-Jawa, Rawd Al-Jawa paleovalley (26° 31.600' N, 43° 







Figure 3-14: Photographs of Outcrop sect ion No.5 of Sarah Formation at  
Uyun Al-Jawa, Rawd Al-Jawa paleovalley (26° 31.600' N, 43° 35.861' E)  
showing the main lithofacies:  
a)  Medium-grained sandstone, thinly bedded, vert ical burrowing,  
bioturbat ion, iron concret ions  (Sb),  and very fine-grained, well 
sorted siltstone (Fl) .   
b)  Medium-grained sandstone, very well-sorted, horizontally laminated,  
thinly bedded, containing iron concret ion  (Sh),  overlying very fine-





Figure 3-15: Lateral profile of Outcrop sect ion No.5 of Sarah Formation at  Uyun Al-Jawa, Rawd Al-Jawa 
paleovalley (26° 31.600' N, 43° 35.861' E)  showing the main architectural elements.  CH: channel,  SB: sand  





Figure 3-16: The vert ical profile of outcrop No. 6  of Sarah Formation,  
road-cut  sect ion at  Uyun Al-Jawa, Hanadir paleovalley (26° 33.133' N, 43° 






Figure 3-17: Photographs of outcrop No. 6  of Sarah Formation, road-cut  
sect ion at  Uyun Al-Jawa, Hanadir paleovalley (26° 33.133' N, 43° 35.784' 
E) showing the lithofacies (a) horizontally thinly -bedded fine to  medium-
grained sandstone, (b) rooted and bioturbated horizontally laminated very 
fine-grained sandstone at  the base of the sect ion, (c) the glacial outwash 
impact  at  the lower st rata which covered the laminat ion, (d) coarse to  very 






Figure 3-18: Lateral profile of outcrop No. 6  of Sarah Formation, road-cut  sect ion at  Uyun Al-Jawa, Hanadir  
paleovalley (26° 33.133' N, 43° 35.784' E) showing the dominant  facies and architectural elements  in the 
vert ically and horizontally stacked channels .  CH: channel,  SB: sand bedforms, LA: lateral accret ion, DA: 
downstream accret ion macroform, St :  t rough cross-laminated sandstone, Sh: horizontally laminated sandstone,  






Figure 3-19: The vert ical pro file of Outcrop No. 7 of Sarah Format ion  at  
Uyun Al-Jawa, Hanadir paleovalley (26° 34' 14.6 ' ' N, 43° 34 ' 40.2 ' ' E)  





Figure 3-20: Photograph showing t he vert ical profile and main lithofacies and architectural elements of Outcrop 
No.7 of Sarah Formation at  Oyoun Al-Jawa, Hanadir paleovalley (26° 34' 14.6'' N, 43° 34' 40.2'' E) .  Sh:  





Figure 3-21: Lateral profile of Outcrop No.7  of Sarah Formation at  Oyoun Al-Jawa, Hanadir paleovalley (26° 





Figure 3-22:  The vert ical profile of outcrop No.  8 of Sarah Formation at  
Al-Quwarah, Sarah paleovalley showing stacked channels of fine-gra ined 







Figure 3-23: Photographs for the outcrop No. 8 of Sarah Formation  at  Al-
Quwarah, Sarah paleovalley (26° 47' 22.8'' N, 43° 28' 5.2'' E) showing t he 
dominant  litho facies: (a) fine-grained horizontally bedded sandstone at  the 







Figure 3-24: Panorama for the complete lateral profile of outcrop No. 8 of Sarah Format ion  at  Al-Quwarah, Sarah 
paleovalley (26° 47 ' 22.8 ' ' N, 43° 28 ' 5.2 ' '  E).  Note: the main archit ectural elements are annotated; CH: 








Figure 3-25: The vert ical profile of outcrop No. 9  of Sarah Formation at  






Figure 3-26: Photograph of outcrop No. 9  of Sarah Formation at  Sarah Ridge (Khanasir Sarah) showing the facies 
and architectural elements of Sarah Formation. CH: channel,  SB: sandy bedforms, Sh: horizontally laminated 






Figure 3-27: Photomosaic for the lateral profile of outcrop No. 9 of Sarah Formation at  Khanasir Sarah with 
correlat ion of sedimentologic logs at  different  posit ions of the outcrop  to  illust rate the relat ionship with other 
Paleozoic format ions.  
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Table 3-2: Facies codes (modified after Miall,  1996),  classificat ion and interpretat ion o f facies as recognized 
in the Sarah Format ion  
Facies code  Facies  Sedimentary structures  Interpretat ion 
Sh 
Sand,  very f ine to very 
coarse,  may be pebbly  
Hor izonta l laminat ion par ting or  
streaming l ineat ion 
Plane-bed f low (cr it ica l f low)  
St 
Sand,  f ine to very 
coarse,  may be pebbly  
Solitary or  grouped trough cross -
beds  
Sinuous-cr ested and l inguoid (3 -D) 
dunes  
Sl 
Sand,  f ine to coarse,  
may be pebbly 
Low-angle (<15°) cross-beds  
Scour  f i lls,  humpback or  washed-out 
dunes,  antidunes  
Sm Sand,  f ine to coarse  Massive,  or  faint  lamination  Sediment -gravity f low depos its  
Ss 
Sand,  f ine,  may be 
pebbly 
Broad,  sha llow scours  Scour  f i lls  
Sp 
Sand,  medium to coarse,  
pebbly 
Solitary planar  cross -beds  
Transverse and l inguoid bedforms 
(2D dunes)  
Sb Sand 
Bioturbation,  roots,  ver t ical 
burrows,  commonly Scolithos  
High energy sandy shore l ine  
Fl  Silt  Fine lamination,  very sma ll r ipples  
Overbank,  abandoned channel,  or  
waning f lood depos its  
Fr Silt  Massive,  roots,  bioturbation  Root bed,  incip ient soil  




3.7. Facies Analysis  of Sarah Formation 
Based on their color,  grain size,  grain sort ing, sedimentary st ructures,  
composit ion, and fossil content ,  the lithofacies characterizing Sarah 
Formation were ident ified and classified. Following Miall’s facies 
classificat ion scheme (Miall,  1996),  11 lithofacies were ident ified from 
Sarah paleovalleys.  Table 3-2 shows a brief descript ion and interpretat ion 
of facies as recognized in the Sarah Formation.  
3.7.1.  Sandstone Facies 
The sandstone lithofacies were classified into Sh, St ,  Sm, Sl,  Ss,  Sp, and 
Sb. The horizontally bedded sandstone (Sh) litho facies is characterized by 
flat ,  parallel laminat ion with part ing lineat ion occurring on bedding plane.  
This litho facies is the dominant  one occurring in all the paleovalleys.  It  
was observed in Bukayriyah (Figure 3-3 b,  e),  Rawd Al-Jawa (Figure 3-11 
a,  and Figure 3-14 b),  Hanadir (Figure 3-17 a,  Figure 3-18, and Figure 
3-20),  Sarah (Figure 3-23 b),  and Khanasir Sarah (Figure 3-26) 
paleovalleys.   
The t rough cross-bedded sandstone (St) litho facies  occurred in fine to  very 
coarse-grained sandstones in local beds of all the paleovalleys,  ranging in 
scale from small to  large.  The St  lithofacies was noted in Bukayr iyah 
(Figure 3-3 f),  Rawd Al-Jawa (Figure 3-11 e),  Hanadir (Figure 3-17 d,  and 
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Figure 3-18),  Sarah (Figure 3-23 a),  and Khanasir Sarah (Figure 3-26)  
paleovalleys.  The massive sandstone (Sm) lithofacies occurred in the fine 
and medium-grained sandstone of Bukayriyah paleovalley ( Figure 3-8 c,  d,  
e),  while in Hanadir paleovalley it  was observed in coarse to  very coarse -
grained sandstone (Figure 3-20).  The massive sandstone beds were difficu lt  
to  pick out  their faint  laminat ion. Such beds are usually deposited by 
sediment -gravity flow. However,  being commonly associated with soft -
sediment  deformation st ructures,  the massive texture might  have been 
produced by post -deposit ional modificat ion such as clay de -watering.  The 
massive sandstone of in paleovalley is interbedded with thin t rough cross -
bedded sandstone (lithofacies St ,  Figure 3-8) 
The low-angle (<15°) cross-bedded sandstone (Sl) lithofacies was found in 
fine to  medium-grained sandstone of Bukayr iyah paleovalley ( Figure 3-3 
a),  in the medium-grained sandstone of Rawd Al-Jawa paleovalley 
(Figure 3-11 a),  and in the coarse-grained pebbly sandstone in Khanasir Sarah 
paleovalley (Figure 3-26).  It  is usually associated with scoured channe l 
fills and washed-out  sand bedforms. Few scour hollows were observed in 
Bukayriyah paleovalley (Figure 3-3 c,  d) filled with fine-grained sand 
(lithofacies Ss).   
In Rawd Al-Jawa paleovalley, planar cross-bedded medium-grained solit ary 
sandstone bed (litho facies Sp) was observed ( Figure 3-11 e,  f)  in addit ion 
to  the bioturbated, Scolithos-rich very fine-grained sandstone (Sb)  
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associated with iron concret ions and iron-cemented nodules.  The Scolithos  
burrows are also cemented with iron oxides.  Clark-Lowes (2005) 
interpreted the Scolithos  clasts to  be t ransported from the Kahfah Scolithos -
sandstone by mudflows.  Meanwhile,  the iron concret ions may be due to  
subaerial weathering which took place during the erosion of the 
paleovalley.  
3.7.2.  Fine-grained clastic facies 
Deposits of mud, silt  and very fine sand indicate deposit ion in flood -pla in 
areas,  abandoned channels and abandoned areas of normally act ive channe ls 
(Boggs, 2010; Miall,  1996).  Fine-grained clast ic facies was only detected 
in Rawd Al-Jawa paleovalley. It  consists of two lithofacies; the fine-
laminated siltstone with very small ripples ( Fl) (Figure 3-11 b,  c,  d,  e),  and 
the massive siltstone containing roots and bioturbat ion ( Fr) (Figure 3-14 
a).  
3.7.3.  Glacial Facies 
The glacio- fluvial deposits of Sarah Formation contain significant  amount  
of sediments deposited by glacial melt -water river.  The evidence of glacia l 
origin of the Sarah Formation as witnessed in the studied outcrops include 
the following criteria:  
1.  The st riated surfaces within the basal Sarah Formation and st riated 
pavements with deep grooves on top of Quwarah Member at  it s  
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contact  with Sarah Formation indicate the movements of ice sheet s 
over the unlithified sandy beds of Quwarah  (Figure 3-28 a).  
2.  The ice flow created a large shallow depression in Sarah sandstones 
at  Al-Qar’a (Figure 3-28 b).  Senalp and Al-Laboun (2000) described it  
as excavated by the ice movement  or due to  the impact  of weight  of 
the ice block that  resulted in deepening this depression.  
3.  In almost  all the studied outcrops Sarah Formation lies 
unconformably above the older members of Qasim Formation. In 
other outcrops,  the base of Sarah Formation represent  a regional 
unconformity marked by erosional surface.  In addit ion to  that ,  each 
outcrop is subdivided into several units by scoured channel surfaces.  
These mult iple erosional processes indicate stages of deglaciat ion 
during the t ilt ing of the Arabian plat form ( Senalp and Al-Laboun,  
2000).  
4.  The matrix-r ich diamict ites,  composed of conglomerates in a fine 
clay matrix,  found at  the basal part  of Sarah Formation, somet imes 
cut t ing as long dykes marking the erosional surface at  the contact  
between Sarah Formation and Quwarah Member of Qasim Format ion 
(Figure 3-7 b,  Figure 3-11 d) have the characterist ics of ice contact  





Figure 3-28: (a)  Glacially st riated pavement  in outcrop No. 3 of Sarah 
Formation at  Al-Qar’a (43° 45' 19'' N; 43° 45' 19'' E) indicat ing the glacia l 
origin of Sarah Formation, (b) Shallow depression in Sarah sandstones at  





5.  Deformation st ructures in t rough cross -bedded or massive proximal 
outwash sandstones are observed in almost  all the studied outcrops.  
3.8. Architectural Element Analysis of Sarah Formation  
An architectural element  is defined by Miall (1996) as “a component  of a 
deposit ional system equivalent  in size to ,  or smaller than a channel fill,  and 
larger than an individual facies unit ,  characterized by a dist inct ive facies 
assemblage, internal geometry,  external form, and, in some instances,  
vert ical profile”.  11 lithofacies from Sarah Formation are grouped into  
seven architectural elements (Table 3-3).  These elements focus on the 
primary facies assemblages and geometry relat ionships.  
Furthermore, lateral profiles were constructed based on photomosaics from 
the studied outcrops,  and the ar chitectural elements have been annotated on 
them (Figure 3-3,  Figure 3-4,  Figure 3-9,  Figure 3-12, Figure 3-15, Figure 
3-18, Figure 3-20, Figure 3-24, Figure 3-26).  These lateral profiles and 
photomosaics are significant  in understanding the architectural element s 
and also the lateral cont inuity of Sarah Formation and its relat ionship with 
other Paleozoic format ions.  This may help to  predict  and understand the 
reservoir qualit y,  paleogeography and heterogeneity of Sarah Formation in 




Table 3-3: Architectural elements encountered  in paleovalleys o f Sarah Format ion (modified after Mia ll,  
1996).  Note: the facies code is illust rated in  Table 3-2 
Architectural 
element  
Symbol Facies assemblage  Geometry and relat ionships  
Channel CH 
Sh, St ,  Sm, Sl,  Ss,  
Sb, Fl,  Fr,  Dm 
Concave-up erosive base; scale and shape highly 
var iable  
Sandy bedforms  SB 
Sh, St ,  Sm, Sl,  Ss,  
Sb, Sp 




LA Sh, St ,  Sb 
Wedge, sheet ,  lobe; character ized by internal lateral 
accret ion 3 r d-order surfaces  
Downstream-
accret ion macro form 
DA Sh, St ,  Sb 
Lens rest ing on flat  or channeled base,  with convex-up 
3 rd-order internal erosion surfaces and upper 4 th-order 
bounding surface.  
Overbank fines  FF Fl,  Fr,  Dm 
Thin to  thick blankets; commonly interbedded with SB; 
may fill abandoned channels  
Scour ho llows HO Ss, Sh Scoop-shaped with asymmetr ic fill  
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3.9. Outcrop Analog Guide to Subsurface Paleogeography and 
Reservoir Heterogeneity of Sarah Formation 
 
The heterogeneity of the Sarah Formation reflects the complexity of facies,  
paleoenvironments and paleogeography of the Late Ordovician deposits.  
Such complexity is observed also in the subsurface and was previous ly 
reported by many authors,  e.g. ,  Al-Mahmoud and Al-Ghamdi (2010) and 
Briner et  al.  (2010) ,  which makes the predict ion of reservoir qualit y 
difficult ,  especially relying on insufficient  borehole data.  The borehole data 
cannot  resolve the relat ionship of such mult iple closely spaced rock bodies.  
On the other hand,  the outcrop analog of the Sarah Formation helped 
invest igat ing such complexity,  as it  provided informat ion a bout  rock body 
dimension, size and orientat ion, as well as relat ionship with other Paleozo ic 
format ion at  a resolut ion unavailable from the subsurface.  Understand ing 
the geologic controls on the variat ion of reservoir qualit y is a key factor  
for predict ing reservoir propert ies in the subsurface.  This will increase the 
understanding of reservoir heterogeneity in the subsurface and can help 
predict ing the dist ribut ion of the potent ial reservoir facies,  and their  
petrophysical propert ies.   
The heterogeneity of Sarah Formation was observed and studied here in 
different  scales; the mega-scale (paleogeography and sedimentary posit ion 
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within the Paleozoic deposits,  and relat ionship with other Paleozo ic 
format ions like Qasim Formation),  macro -scale (the architectural 
elements),  meso-scale (the lithofacies types),  and micro -scale (the textural,  
composit ional,  deposit ional,  and diagenet ic factors controlling the 
variat ion of petrophysical propert ies).  The micro -scale heterogeneity is  
illust rated, in detail,  in chapters four and five.  
Figure 3-29 shows the locat ions of outcrop sect ions within the Sarah 
paleovalleys.  The map shows the vert ical and lateral heterogeneity,  and the 
variat ion of facies among the different  paleovalleys.  As explained ear lier  
in outcrop sect ions No. 3,  7 and 9,  the Sarah paleochannels are inc ised 
deeply through various deposit ional environments,  cut t ing in the storm-
dominated, shallow-marine deposit ional system of Hanadir and Kahfah, and 
the upper progradat iona l sequence of the offshore marine Ra’an shale and 
the t ide-dominated Quwarah sandstone.  In addit ion to  that ,  the Sarah 
Formation cuts more deeply into the fluvial and shallow marine sandstones 
of Saq Formation in the Sarah Ridge paleovalley (Clark -Lowes, 2005).  This  
indicates the heterogeneity in terms of deposit ional environments that  may 
be detected in a single borehole.  
 Figure 3-30 is a schemat ic diagram that  illust rates the heterogeneity of 
Sarah Formation in terms of vert ical and lateral facies variabilit y and 
relat ionships with the unconformably underlying Qasim and Saq format ions  
and the overlying Qusaiba Member of Qaliba Formation . Table 3-4 shows 
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the variat ion in macro - and meso-scale in terms of architectural element s 




Figure 3-29: Map showing the Sarah outcrop locat ions within the Late 




Table 3-4: Correlat ion of facies and architectural elements in Sarah 
paleovalleys .  Note: facies codes are expla ined in Table 3-2, abbreviat ions 
of archit ectural elements are illust rated in Table 3-3  
Paleovalley  Facies  Architectural element s  
Bukayr iyah  Sh, St ,  Sm, Sl,  Ss,  Dm  Ch, SB, HO 
Rawd Al-Jawa Sh, St ,  Sb, Sp, Fl,  Fr,  Dm Ch, SB, LA, FF 
Hanadir  Sh, St ,  Sm, Sb CH, SB, LA, DA 
Sarah Sh, St CH, SB, LA 





Figure 3-30: Schemat ic diagram illust rat ing the Heterogeneity of Sarah 
Formation in terms of vert ical and lateral facies variabi lit y and 




4 CHAPTER FOUR 
PETROGRAPHY 
4.1. Introduction 
This chapter discusses the results of petrographic analysis.  These result s 
include: thin sect ion petrography and modal analysis,  SEM, XRD and 
sandstone classificat ion. The deposit ional and diagenet ic controls on poro -
perm measurements are discussed briefly in this chapter and in details in 
the next  chapter.  
4.2. Thin Section Petrography 
The sandstones are dominant ly fine to medium-grained, moderately- to 
well-sorted, quartz arenites (Figure 4-1a).  The quartz grains are generally 
mono-crystalline,  while the po ly-crystalline grains are rare .  Alkali-
feldspars and plagioclase are the main components of the detr ital feldspars 
in t he samples (Figure 4-1b, c). Lithic fragment s are absent  in most  
samples.  Mica grains range from 0-5 percent  (Figure 4-1d).  Heavy minerals 
were not  observed in the thin sect ions.  The grain s are mainly sub-angular  
to  sub-rounded. Mud is the dominant  mat r ix,  generally less than 2%. The 
cement ing mater ials (5-10%) include clay and iron oxides.  The results fro m 
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the modal analys is are shown in Table 4-1 to  4.5. The result s will be 












Figure 4-1:  Photomicrographs o f (a)   thin sect ion # RC2-V1-2 arenit ic  
composit ion o f Sarah Format ion sandstones,  moderately sorted sub-angular  
to  sub-rounded quartz grains,  ferruginous cement ,  inter -granular porosity 
around 20 %, (b) thin sect ion # RC2-H1-6, (c) thin sect ion # RC2-V1-1 
showing the presence of large angular K-feldspar grains which may indicate 
extremely co ld climate (e.g. ,  Folk,  1974; Boggs , 2010),  and (d) thin sect ion 
# RC2-V2-4 showing the presence of mica grains which tend to alig n 















Table 4-1: The composit ional modal analys is for samples of Bukayr iyah paleovalley  
Sa m pl e ID  
Ф ( %)  
MG S  S or t in g  Rou n d n e s s  
Ma t r i x  Ce m e n t  Qu a r t z  Cr y sta l s  (% )  Mi n era l  Co m p o s i t io n  ( %)  φ ( %)  K  ( m d)  
V i su a l  (%)   ( %)  M on o  P ol y  Q z  A lk -F l d  P la g  Mi ca  L i t h  fr a g  H V -M n r l s  F eO  M ea su r e d  
S1-H3  26 0 .35 Mod-wel l  
SubAn g-
SubRnd 
-  9  95 5  90 1  0  5  0  0  4  2 6 .5 0  1 1 .1 2  
S1-H8  25 0 .3 Wel l  
SubAn g-
SubRnd 
-  10  96 4  90 2  0  3  0  0  5  2 4 .8 7  3 .4 4  
S1-H13  22 0 .3 Wel l  SubAn g -  5  95 5  92 1  0  2  0  0  5  2 5 .8 9  3 .8 2  
S1-V2  25 0 .4 Wel l  SubAn g -  4  93 7  92 1  1  2  0  0  4  2 6 .6 0  8 .2 8  
S1-V5  24 0 .35 Wel l  SubAn g -  3  94 6  94 1  0  2  0  0  3  2 6 .9 9  1 3 .2 7  
S1-V9  15 0 .35 Wel l  
SubAn g-
SubRnd 
-  4  97 3  94 0 .5 0 .5 1  0  0  4  2 7 .0 6  2 .3 8  
S2-H1  29 0 .3 Wel l  
SubAn g-
SubRnd 
-  2  95 5  93 3  1  1  0  0  2  2 8 .0 8  2 3 .0 2  
S2-H3  24 0 .25 Wel l  
SubAn g-
SubRnd 
-  5  95 5  91 3  0  1  0  0  5  2 9 .7 3  2 7 .1 0  
S2-H7  26 0 .35 Wel l  SubAn g -  8  96 4  88 2  0  2  0  0  4  2 9 .8 7  1 8 .2 6  
S2-H8  27 0 .35 Mod-wel l  
SubAn g-
SubRnd 
-  5  97 3  90 3  0  2  0  0  5  2 4 .7 2  1 0 .2 9  
S2-H10  26 0 .4 Wel l  
SubAn g-
SubRnd 
-  6  98 2  89 2  1  2  0  0  6  2 6 .6 7  1 3 .5 3  
S2-V2  25 0 .4 Mod-wel l  
SubAn g-
SubRnd 
-  4  96 4  91 3  1  1  0  0  4  2 9 .5 8  1 6 .8 8  
S2-V4  19 0 .3 Mod 
SubAn g-
SubRnd 
-  4  94 6  91 4  0  1  0  0  4  2 4 .5 8  9 .1 9  
S2-V6  28 0 .35 Wel l  SubAn g -  5  97 3  89 3  1  2  0  0  5  2 8 .4 7  1 1 .8 2  
S2-V10  23 0 .35 Wel l  
SubAn g-
SubRnd 





Table 4-2: The composit ional modal analys is for samples of Sarah paleovalley  
Sa m pl e ID  
Ф ( %)  
MG S  S or t in g  Rou n d n e s s  
Ma t r i x  Ce m e n t  Qu a r t z  Cr y sta l s  (% )  Mi n era l  Co m p o s i t io n  ( %)  φ ( %)  K  ( m d)  
V i su a l  (%)   ( %)  M on o  P ol y  Q z  A lk -F l d  P la g  Mi ca  L i t h  fr a g  H V -M n r l s  F eO  M ea su r e d  
S3-H1  24 0 .35 Mod-wel l  SubAn g-SubRnd -  10  95 5  87 2  0  1  0  0  6  2 2 .8 1  9 .8 9  
S3-H2  27 0 .45 Wel l  SubAn g-SubRnd -  8  97 3  90 1  0 .5 0 .5 0  0  5  2 4 .28  1 0 .8 9  
S3-H4  22 0 .5 Wel l  SubAn g-SubRnd -  7  97 3  90 1  1  1  0  0  4  2 0 .2 1  1 1 .4 1  
S3-H6  23 0 .4 Mod-wel l  SubAn g-SubRnd -  4  96 4  94 1  0  1  0  0  3  2 3 .2 1  1 1 .6 3  
S3-H8  30 0 .35 Wel l  SubAn g-SubRnd -  5  95 5  93 1  0  1  0  0  3  2 2 .9 2  1 1 .1 7  
S3-V1  22 0 .25 Mod-wel l  SubAn g-SubRnd -  7  98 2  91 1  0  1  0  0  3  2 2 .8 2  9 .4 5  
S3-V3  17 0 .35 Mod-wel l  SubAn g-SubRnd -  10  98 2  89 0 .5 0  0 .5 0  0  4  2 2 .4 1  8 .3 3  
S3-V5  18 0 .35 Mod-wel l  SubAn g-SubRnd -  6  97 3  93 0 .5 0  0 .5 0  0  3  2 1 .8 2  1 0 .7 4  
S3-V8  20 0 .45 Mod-wel l  SubAn g-SubRnd -  6  97 3  90 1  0  2  0  0  3  2 3 .9 4  1 1 .0 3  
S3-V10  20 0 .35 Mod-wel l  SubAn g-SubRnd -  8  95 5  90 1  0  1  0  0  3  2 0 .6 9  9 .5 2  
SQ-1 A-V1  30 0 .5 poor l y SubRnd 5  7  95 5  89 3  5  0  0  0  5  2 1 .3 1  3 0 .6 8  
SQ-1B -V2  20 0 .45 modera te  SubAn g 7  5  90 10 92 2  3  -  0  0  2  2 3 .4 8  7 2 3 .8 8  
SQ-1C -H1  15 0 .45 poor l y SubRnd 5  9  50 50 90 4  3  3  0  0  -  2 2 .8 9  6 2 .2 2  
SQ-1C -H4  20 0 .5 modera te  SubRnd 4  5  70 30 93 3  1  1  0  0  1  2 4 .2 6  6 0 .4 6  
SQ-2-V1  15 0 .35 poor l y SubAn g 3  7  90 10 91 3  5  1  0  0  0 .5 3 0 .4 5  5 2 .3 3  
SQ-2 A-V1  20 0 .35 modera te  SubAn g 3  15  99 1  85 0 .5 3  -  0  0  1  2 6 .3 1  4 5 .6 0  
SQ-2 A-V4  15 0 .5 poor l y SubRnd 4  8  95 5  88 3  1  1  0  0  1  5 6 .7 1  4 9 .3 3  
SQ-3-V3  10 0 .37 poor l y SubRnd 5  8  80 20 91 1  0  2  0  0  3  2 4 .0 2  2 6 .5 7  
SQ-4-V3  10 0 .42 modera te  SubRnd 10 5  80 20 93 3  2  0  0  0  2  2 0 .1 0  2 2 .4 6  
SQ-5-H4  10 0 .4 modera te  SubRnd 8  12  90 10 84 2  1  0  0  0  1  5 1 .1 3  2 0 .3 2  
SQ-5-H6  15 0 .46 modera te  SubRnd 8  10  90 10 87 2  2  0  0  0  1  5 5 .7 0  2 5 .1 9  
SQ-6B -V1  30 0 .47 poor l y SubRnd 5  7  90 10 91 10 5  0  0  0  5  5 3 .4 2  3 2 .7 5  





Table 4-3: The composit ional modal analys is for samples of Hanadir pa leovalley  
Sa m pl e ID  
Ф ( %)  
MG S  S or t in g  Rou n d n e s s  
Ma t r i x  Ce m e n t  Qu a r t z  Cr y sta l s  (% )  Mi n era l  Co m p o s i t io n  ( %)  φ ( %)  K  ( m d)  
V i su a l  (%)   ( %)  M on o  P ol y  Q z  A lk -F l d  P la g  Mi ca  L i t h  fr a g  H V -M n r l s  F eO  M ea su r e d  
RC1-H6  18 0 .45 Mod-wel l  
SubAn g-
SubRnd 
0  8  96 4  89.6 0 .5 0 .5 3  0  0 .1 5  30.21 26.81 
RC1-V6  15 0 .4 Mod 
SubAn g-
SubRnd 
0  8  98 2  88.8 1  0  2  0  0 .1 5  30.02 20.52 
RC2-H1  12 0 .4 Mod-wel l  
SubAn g-
SubRnd 
0  10 98 2  97 0  0  1  0  0 .1 7  31.74 13.04 
RC2-V1  18 0 .35 Mod-wel l  SubAn g 0  7  96 4  97 0 .5 0 .5 0 .5 0  0 .2 3  30.78 11.44 
RC2-V2  15 0 .28 Mod-wel l  
SubAn g-
SubRnd 
0  1  93 7  98 0 .5 0  1  0  0 .1 4  30.31 14.49 
RC3-H4  15 0 .3 Mod SubAn g 0  9  96 4  99 0  0  0  0  0 .3 10 32.84 3 .83 
RC3-V1  12 0 .25 Mod-wel l  SubAn g 0  3  96 4  99 0  0  4  0  0 .1 3  31.52 7 .69 
RC3-V2  12 0 .25 Wel l  
SubAn g-
SubRnd 
0  5  97 3  98 0  0  1  0  0 .3 2  30.12 4 .37 
RC3-V3  18 0 .3 Wel l  SubRnd 0  5  96 4  96 0 .5 0 .5 1  0  0 .2 2  29.37 4 .12 
RC3-V4  15 0 .42 Mod-wel l  SubRnd 0  20 96 4  99 0  1  3  0  0 .2 7  30.18 2 .79 
RC4-H1  15 0 .35 Wel l  
SubAn g-
SubRnd 
0  15 97 3  99 0 .5 0 .5 2  0  0 .2 7  34.62 16.76 
RC4-H2  10 0 .25 Wel l  SubRnd 0  8  97 3  98 0 .5 0 .5 1  0  0 .2 5  32.70 16.25 
RC4-V4  15 0 .25 Wel l  SubRnd 0  1  96 4  99 0 .5 0 .5 1  0  0 .1 5  29.82 13.39 
RC5-H6  15 0 .25 Wel l  SubRnd 0  2  96 4  98 0  0  2  0  0 .4 3  29.02 8 .32 





Table 4-4: The composit ional modal analys is for samples of Hanadir pa leovalley (cont inued)  
Sa m pl e ID  
Ф ( %)  
MG S  S or t in g  Rou n d n e s s  
Ma t r i x  Ce m e n t  
Qu a r t z  
Cry s ta l s  ( % )  
Mi n era l  Co m p o s i t io n  ( %)  φ ( %)  K  ( m d)  
V i su a l  (%)   ( %)  M on o   P ol y  Q z  
A lk -
Fl d  
P la g  Mi ca  
L i t h  
f r a g  
H V -
M nr l s  
F eO  M ea su r e d  
SR-1-V1  27 0 .25 wel l  Rnd 0  10 98 2  98 1  2  0  0  0 .5 3  25.98 597.56 
SR-1-H2  30 0 .2 Mod-wel l  Wel l  Rnd 3  3  95 5  97 1  2  0  0  0 .5 15 23.62 437.20 
SR-1-H4  20 0 .3 wel l  V.Wel l  Rnd 0  2  98 2  99 0  2  0  0  0  5  27.76 963.76 
SR-2-V1  35 0 .25 wel l  Wel l  Rnd 1  5  98 2  99 1  0  0  0  0 .5 6   29.5 61.64 
SR-2-H2  27 0 .3 Mod-wel l  Wel l  Rnd 0  2  97 3  98 0  1  0  0  0 .5 2  28.61 1857.60 
SR-2-H5  30 0 .25 Mod-wel l  Rnd 0  10 98 2  96 0  2  0  0  0 .5 5  30.98 2040.80 
SR-3-V2  30 0 .25 Mod-wel l  
Rnd-
SubRnd 
0  15 96 5  90 5  3  0  0  0 .5 3  29.89 1585.10 
SR-3-H2  27 0 .2 
wel l  
sor t ed  
Rnd 0  10 98 2  97 1  0  0 .5 0  0 .5 4  27.97 814.86 
SR-4-V1  30 0 .2 Mod-wel l  SubAn g 0  5  98 2  98 0  1  0 .3 0  1  3  29.20 1485.30 
SR-5-V2  20 0 .25 Mod SubRnd 0  7  98 2  99 1  1  0  0  0 .3 10 27.02 327.51 
SR-6-V1  35 0 .7 v.  wel l  V.Wel l  Rnd 0  5  90 10  98 1  0  0  0  1  2  24.10 401.90  
SR-6-V3  35 0 .7 v.wel l  Wel l  Rnd 1  20 80 20  98 1  0  0  0  0 .3 3  55.25 401.57 
SR-6-H2  35 0 .7 v.wel l  V.Wel l  Rnd 0  10 60 40  97 0  1  0  0  1  5  22.37 297.63 
SR-6-H5  25 0 .3 Mod Wel l  Rnd 3  3  95 5  97 0  2  0  0  0 .8 4  19.10 232.07 
SR-7-H2  25 0 .15 wel l  Rnd 0  10 98 2  97 1  2  0 .3 0  0 .5 3  30.32 1193.20 
SR-7 c-H3  35 0 .35 Mod-wel l  Wel lRnd 0  15 92 8  99 1  0  0  0  0 .5 3  24.84 1576.60 





Table 4-5: The composit ional modal analys is for samples of Khanasir Sarah  
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L i t h  
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M ea su r e d  
KS1-V1  10 
0 .1
7 
wel l  Rnd 20 5  80 20 
9
0 




KS1-V3  20 
0 .1
7 
wel l  SubAn g 10 10 90 10 
9
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26 0 .3 mod  Rnd 15 5  70 30 
9
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KS9-V2  20 0 .3 
poor l
y  
SubRnd 5  5  95 5  
9
5 




KS9-H2  30 0 .7 
poor l
y  
wel l  25  5  90 10 
9
9 




KS9-H6  25 0 .7 
poor l
y  
SubRnd 5  10 95 5  
9
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4.3. Sandstone Classification 
QFL diagram in accordance with Williams  et  al.  (1982) and Pet t ijohn et  al.  
(1987) shows that  all the samples that  were subjected to  thin sect ion 
petrography analys is (about  80 thin sect ions) from the studied paleovalleys  
are quartz arenit es ( Figure 4-2).  The QFL values range between 90-100 % 
for quartz,  0-10 % for feldspar,  and 0-5 % for lit hic fragments.  QFL 
diagrams were generated by the Excel spreadsheet method  (Graham and 
Midgley, 2000).   
4.4. X-Ray Diffraction (XRD) 
The results of XRD analysis on 20 selected samples represent ing the f our  
studied paleovalleys show that  the mineralogical phases are dominated by 
quartz with subordinate amount  of kaolinite.  Calci te and dolomite are 
limited to  very few samples from Hanadir and Sarah paleovalleys.   
Table 4-6 shows a summar y o f the XRD result s.  Figure 4-3 shows examples 
for X-ray diffractograms of two samples,  one containing no clays,  and the 
other containing 2.4 % clay. Complete XRD result s are included in 





Figure 4-2: QFL diagram for all the thin sect ion studied samples.  The QFL  








Figure 4-3: X-ray diffractograms for (a) sample # KS-3C-V3 with 100 % 
quartz,  φ = 32.24  %, K = 1056.5 md, (b) sample # S1H8 containing  97.6 % 
quartz and 2.4 % kaolinite ,  φ = 24.87  %, K = 3.44 md.  






















































































































































































































Table 4-6: XRD result s for representat ive sample s from the studied 
paleovalleys  of Sarah Format ion  
 Sample #  Compounds Wt.  % 
Buka yr i yah  
Paleoval ley  
S1H1  
SiO2  Quar tz 100 
Al 2 Si 2 O5 (OH) 4  Kaol in i te 0 
S1H6  
SiO2  Quar tz 100 
Al 2 Si 2 O5 (OH) 4  Kaol in i te 0 
S1H8  
SiO2  Quar tz 97.6 
Al 2 Si 2 O5 (OH) 4  Kaol in i te 2.4 
S2H3  
SiO2  Quar tz 100 
Al 2 Si 2 O5 (OH) 4  Kaol in i te 0 
S2H4  
SiO2  Quar tz 
NA* 
Al 2 Si 2 O5 (OH) 4  Kaol in i te 
S2H7  
SiO2  Quar tz 
NA 
Al 2 Si 2 O5 (OH) 4  Kaol in i te 
Quwarah 
Paleoval ley  
S3H4  
SiO2  Quar tz 99 
Al 2 Si 2 O5 (OH) 4  Kaol in i te 1 
S3H6  
SiO2  Quar tz 
NA 
Al 2 Si 2 O5 (OH) 4  Kaol in i te 
S3V8  
SiO2  Quar tz 
NA 
Al 2 Si 2 O5 (OH) 4  Kaol in i te 
S3V9  
SiO2  Quar tz 
NA 





SiO2  Quar tz 100 
Al 2 Si 2 O5 (OH) 4  Kaol in i te 0 
KS-9-V2  
SiO2  Quar tz 100 
Al 2 Si 2 O5 (OH) 4  Kaol in i te 0 
Hanadir  
Paleoval ley  
RC-1-H6  
SiO2  Quar tz 98 
Al 2 Si 2 O5 (OH) 4  Kaol in i te 0 
CaMg(CO3 ) 2  Dol omite  1.9 
CaCO3  Vater i te 0.1 
RC-3-V2  
SiO2  Quar tz 
NA 
Al 2 Si 2 O5 (OH) 4  Kaol in i te 
RC-4-H2  
SiO1 0  Quar tz 100 
Al 2 Si 2 O5 (OH) 1 2  Kaol in i te 0 
SR-7A-
H4 
SiO2  Quar tz 
NA 
Al 2 Si 2 O5 (OH) 4  Kaol in i te 
SR-9-V1  
SiO2  Quar tz 100 
Al 2 Si 2 O5 (OH) 4  Kaol in i te 0 
Sarah 
Paleoval ley  
SQ-1C-
H4  
Be0 . 6 7  Co0 . 3 3  
Ber yl l ium 
Cobal t  
80 
AlPO4  Ber l in i te 20 
SQ-4-V3  
SiO2  Quar tz 89.9 
Al 2 Si 2 O5 (OH) 4  Kaol in i te  
CaCO3  Calci te 10.1 
SQ-7A-
H4 





* NA = not  available  
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4.5. Scanning Electron Microscopy (SEM) 
15 samples were subjected to  SEM analys is.  Texture and mineralogy o f the 
samples were clar ified by photomicrographs o f both low and high 
magnificat ion. Low magnificat ion photomicrographs (down to 500 µm) 
show the overall texture and porosity-cement  relat ionship.  High 
magnificat ion photomicrographs (up to  1 µm) were used to  focus on some 
surface details and morpho logy o f crystals at  discrete part icles.  
Surface morpho logy and grain contacts o f the quartz grains as well as the 
nature of the cement ing mat er ials and their t ype are shown in Figure 4-4.  
The presence of authigenic kao linit e cement  filling the pores associated 
with quartz overgrowth (Figure 4-5) usually occurs in sands that  have been 
flushed by acidic waters (Selley, 1998).  SEM photomicrographs also show 
the delicate book-stack and granular morpho logy of kao linite cement  
(Figure 4-6).   
The energy dispersive spectrometry (EDS) results show that  all samples are 
r ich in silica and hence in quartz.  Significant  amounts o f Al ( Figure 4-7a) 
indicate that  the dominant  cement  is from the kaolinite group. Fe is present  












Figure 4-4: SEM micrograph of (a) overall view of rounded to sub-rounded 
quartz grains with very few sub-angular grains (sample KS3-C-V3-1, φ = 
32.24 %, K = 1056.5 md),  (b) grain surface morphology and type of contact  
of the grains (sample S3-V9-7, φ = 8.63 %, K = 21.32 md),  (c) kaolinit e  
cement  blocking the pore spaces between the quartz grains (sample S1 -V8-
2, φ = 27.69 %, K = 1.87 md),  and (d) grain-coat ing kaolinite on the surface 
of quartz grains (sample KS3-C-V3-1, φ = 32.24 %, K = 1056.5 md).  The 
dense packing of quartz grains may explain why the samples have high 























Figure 4-5: (a) SEM micrograph of sample # S3-V9-8 (φ = 21.32 %, K = 
8.63 md) showing the pore-filling kaolinit ic material in-between quartz 
grains.  This reduces permeabilit y between the grains.  (b) Photomicrograph 
of sample # S3-H4-5 (φ = 20.21 %, K = 11.41 md)  showing kaolinit e  
booklets,  quartz overgrowth and part ially dissolved feldspar grain .  (c) 
Photomicrograph of sample # KS3-C-V3-3 (φ = 32.24 %, K = 1056.5 md)  
showing kaolinite grain-coat ing on the surface of quartz grains.  (d) 
Photomicrograph of sample # S2-H8-6 (φ = 24.72 %, K = 10.29 md)  showing 






















Figure 4-6: SEM micrograph of (a)  sample # S3-H6-3 (φ = 23.21 %, K = 
11.63 md) showing thin idiomorphic platelets and book-stack of kaolinit e ,  
(b) sample # S3-V9-3 (φ = 21.32 %, K = 8.63 md)  showing typical book-
stack with some discrete platy textural morphology of kaolinite,  (c) sample 
# KS9-V2-6 (φ = 20.95 %, K = 7.41 md)  showing typical book-stacked 
vermiculite-type kaolinite cement ,  (d)  sample # RC3-V2-6 (φ = 30.12 %, K 













Figure 4-7: SEM micrograph of (a) sample # KS9-V2 (φ = 20.95 %, K = 
7.41 md) showing kaolinite cement  coat ing quartz grains ,  (b) sample # RC4-
H2 (φ = 32.70 %, K = 16.25 md)  showing iron cement  aggregated into  
roset te-like clusters between the grains.  Note the EDS beside the 
photomicrographs confirm the presence of kaolinite and iron in (a) and (b)  






4.6. Diagenesis  
Diagenesis is a sequence o f processes that  take place  after deposit ion o f 
sediments.  These processes invo lve organic reworking, phys ical and 
chemical compact ion, cementat ion and mineral replacement ,  disso lut ion by 
pore flu ids; and clay mineral authigenesis  (Boggs, 2010; Selley, 1998 ; 
Pett ijohn et  al. ,  1987).  
4.6.1.  Compaction 
As the sediments are bur ied deeper,  the overburden pressure increases the 
t ightening o f grain packing; which result s in a significant  loss of porosity 
(Boggs, 2010).  This lo ss o f porosity occurs dur ing ear ly bur ial (Selley,  
1998).  Chemical compact ion, also known as pressure so lut ion, result s from 
part ial disso lut ion o f the grains due to the increased pressure at  the contact 
point  between the grains.  
The grain contacts in the studied samples are dominant ly po int /tangent ia l 
and long, with low number of grain -to-grain contacts.  Concavo -convex 
contacts are rare in the samples ( Figure 4-8).  This may ind icate that  the 
grains had undergone minor pressure so lut ion ( low degree of compact ion)  




Figure 4-8: Thin sect ion micrograph port rays the nature of grain contacts 
(sample # S3V1-1),  measured porosity in the sample is 22.8 % , permeabi l it y 




4.6.2.  Cementation 
During the process of sediment  lithificat ion, authigenic minerals tend to  
precipitate within the pore spaces between the detrital grains.  This behavio r  
causes porosity reduct ion due to  the blockage of inter -granular rock 
volume. Being a t ight  gas sandstone reservoir  (Al-Mahmoud and Al-
Ghamdi,  2010; Briner et  al. ,  2010; Bukhamseen et  al. ,  2010),  Sarah 
Formation might  have undergone through extensive episodes of cementat ion  
(Clarkson et  al. ,  2012; Naik, 2003).  
The amount  of cement ing mater ial in t he studied samples o f Sarah outcrops 
is generally less than 10 %. Kaolinite is the main cement ing mater ia l 
(Figure 4-4c,  Figure 4-4d, Figure 4-5,  Figure 4-6, and Figure 4-7a).  It 
usually occurs as blocky crystals within the pores between quar tz grains.  
Authigenic kao linite cement  blocks the pore spaces and diminishes 
porosity.  It  is also an indicat ion that  sandstone has been flushed by acidic 
water.  Ferruginous mater ials occur as important  cement  as well ( Figure 
4-1a, Figure 4-7b).  Their penetrat ing nature may be an indicat ion o f 
replacement  of silica cement ,  and reducing the porosity as a result .  Silica 
is also observed in the samples.  Quartz,  being the most  common silicate 
mineral act ing as cement ,  is usually at tached to the detr ital quartz grains as 
quartz overgrowth (Figure 4-5b, Figure 4-10).  It occurs as a line o f bubbles 
around the surface o f the or iginal grain.  Quartz overgrowth is very rare due 
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to  the low degree o f compact ion that  was proved ear lier.  Silica cement  is  
an indicat ion of flushing by acid fluids,  because the so lubilit y o f silica 






Figure 4-9: Thin sect ion micrograph of sample # RC1-H6-3 showing an 
example of the presence of ferruginous cement  within the quartz grains in 






Figure 4-10: Thin sect ion micrograph of sample # S3V1 showing an 
example of quartz overgrowth around the detrital quartz grains ,  moderat ely 





4.6.3.  Dissolution and Mineral Replacement  
The reduct ion o f porosity and permeabilit y due to  cementat ion can be 
compensated by disso lut ion o f cements or grains.  This process invo lves 
leaching o f feldspar and other unstable detrital minerals.  This leads to 
increase in porosity,  which in this case is called secondary porosity.  
Furthermore, porosity might  be affected b y mineral replacement .  
The absence o f carbonate cement  and the lack o f feldspars in t he studied 
samples might  be as a result  of disso lut ion and replacement  by other  
minerals.  The presence o f part ially kao linit ized feldspars in some samples 
may also act  as an evidence o f this pro cess.  What  great ly supports this 
concept  is the inhomogeneous pack ing of the framework grains.  Since the 
studied samples are co llected from outcrops,  meteor ic water may be 
responsible for the disso lut ion o f feldspars and unstable minerals.   
Although disso lut ion tends to increase porosity,  it  may also reduce it .  This 
happens when feldspars are replaced by clay minera ls,  which usually plugs 
the pore throats and cause porosity reduct ion. Chamley (1994) referred to 
K-feldspars and micas as the most  probable sou rces o f Si and Al needed for  




5 CHAPTER FIVE 
PETROPHYSICAL PROPERTIES  
5.1. Introduction 
To characterize the qualit y of a sandstone reservoir,  two important  
characterist ics must  be studied, described and analyzed deeply. Those are:  
porosity  and permeability ,  the keys.  If you got  those keys,  you got  the 
secrets of the reservoir.  As a sandstone reservoir,  Sarah Formation exhibit s 
a heterogeneous character in terms of petrophysical propert ies.  Much effor t  
has been done to  analyze the degree and pat t erns of such heterogeneity in 
the studied samples.   
This sect ion serves to  determine relat ionships among deposit ional texture,  
mineral composit ion and diagenesis in Sarah Formation, and to  relate these 
at t ributes to  porosity and permeabilit y.  For this purp ose, porosity and 
permeabilit y measurements were conducted in the laboratory on about  200 
sample plugs using helium porosimeter and permeameter.  In addit ion,  
Mercury inject ion capillary pressure tests were carried out  on 10 




The measured porosity values from sample plugs range between 17 % and 
56.7 % with an average value of 28 %. Both primary and secondary 
porosit ies have been registered. As discussed earlier,  leaching and 
dissolut ion created secondary intergranular porosity  and intragranu lar  
microporosity.  Figure 5-1 shows that  the most  frequent  porosity 
measurements in the studied samples are between 25 -35 %. 
5.3. Permeability  
The studied samples showed very wide range of permeabilit y values ranging 
from 0.1 md to 2.27 Darcy, with an average of 0.25 Darcy. As permeabi l it y 
depends on the effect ive porosity of the rock, so it  is affect ed by the rock 
grain size,  shape, sort ing, packing and the degree of co mpact ion and 
cementat ion (Tiab and Donaldson, 2004).  Figure 5-2 shows that  
permeabilit y values less than 200 md are the most  common.  
5.4. Porosity-Permeability Relationship  
Each paleovalley of Sarah Formation exhibits generally limited range of 
porosity values and a unique wide range of permeabilit y values.  Therefore,  
it  is difficult  to  define a cont inuous porosity-permeabilit y t rend.  
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For none of the four groups of samples could I find a meaningfu l 
mathemat ical relat ion between log K and φ .  For any kind of fit t ing (linear ,  
logarithmic, exponent ial,  polynomial,  etc.),  R 2  was close to  zero (Figure 
5-7).  However,  the log K –  φ plot  shows an interest ing clustering.  From the 
frequency curves in Figure 5-7 ,  one can not ice that  φ values are most ly 
between 25 and 35 percent  for the four groups,  except  some samples from 
Sarah paleovalley. Meanwhile,  log K values show wide range of variat ion 
according to  the different  abundance of cements and packing as discussed 
earlier in Chapter Four.  
Samples of Sarah paleovalley are clustered into three groups, the first  two 
with the same range of φ but  with different  log K range. The third group of 
Sarah paleovalley has higher φ values (50 -60 %). With further revision of 
these samples of the third group, it  was found that  they have very well 
sorted coarse grains,  with less cement  content ,  and composed of friable 
grains which account  for the high porosity values.  
Samples of Hanadir paleovalley are clustered into two groups, one is 
correlated with those of Bukairiyah paleovalley  (20<φ<40 %, 2.5<log 
K<3.5 md),  and the other is correlated with the first  group of Sarah 
paleovalley (20<φ<40 %, 0.5<log K<2.0 md) .  Samples of of Khanasir Sarah 
are dist ributed also within the last  two groups.  
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This clear clustering of the four paleovalleys could  not  be observed on the 
petrographic plots (Figure 5-8-5.9).  This clustering is someway related to  




























































Figure 5-3: (a) Histogram of porosity values for samples of Bukair iyah 
paleovalley, (b) Histogram of permeabilit y values for samples of 
















































Figure 5-4: (a) Histogram of porosity values for samples of Sarah 
















































Figure 5-5: (a) Histogram of porosity values for  samples of Hanadir  











































Figure 5-6: (a) Histogram of porosity va lues for samples of Sarah Ridge,  














































Figure 5-7: φ –  log K cross-plot  showing the relat ionship between porosity 
and logarithm of permeabilit y in the studied paleovalleys of Sarah 
Formation.  Frequency curves of φ and log K are shown in side and top 





5.5. Factors Controlling Porosity -Permeability 
The analysis of 75 select ive samples of Sarah Formation, represent ing the 
various paleovalleys,  through thin sect ion petrography, SEM and XRD 
showed that  porosity and permeabilit y values are great ly affected by both 
deposit ional and post -deposit ional processes.  The main factors controlling 
porosity and permeabilit y in Sarah Formation include: grain size variat ion,  
degree of sort ing, cementat ion, leaching and dissolut ion. These factors are 
discussed in the following sect ions.  
5.5.1.  Texture 
Studying the texture of the rock samples collected from the different  
paleochannels of Sarah Formation gives a go od idea about  the origina l 
deposit ional condit ions of sedimentat ion and their impact  on the 
petrophysical propert ies.  Porosity and permeabilit y values show some 
correlat ion with the texture of the studied samples.  Grain size and grain 
sort ing are the most  important  textural parameters that  affected porosity 
and permeabilit y of Sarah Formation.  
 Grain Size` 
Tiab and Donaldson (2004) pointed out  tha t  pore sizes usually retain a 
correlat ion with the grain size in sandstones.  Theoret ically,   grain size has 
no effect  on porosity for uniformly packed sands (Rogers and Head, 1961).  
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However other factors when combined with grain size like sort ing and/or  
cementat ion may affect  the porosity (Selley, 1998).  Meanwhile,  
permeabilit y is direct ly proport ional to  grain size.  As grain size decreases,  
permeabilit y decreases (Krumbein and Monk, 1943) .Grain size in Sarah 
samples varies from fine to  medium and coarse.  
 Grain Sorting  
As ment ioned earlier,  grain size and sort ing commonly show a good 
correlat ion. In a poorly sorted sandstone, the smaller grains tend to  infi l l  
the pore spaces between the larger grains,  and hence both porosity and 
permeabilit y decrease.  
However,  the relat ionship of the size and sort ing of the grains with both φ 
and K stays unclear in the studied samples ( Figure 5-8 - Figure 5-11).  This 
may be because the sediments have undergone high degree of diage nes is 
that  changed the original physical propert ies that  had been controlled by 
size and sort ing of the detrital grains.  
5.5.2.  Diagenesis 
As discussed earlier  in Chapter Four ,  the studied outcrops of Sarah 
Formation had undergone low degree of compact ion, so compact ion might  
have a slight  effect  on porosity and permeabilit y.  Meanwhile,  both 
cementat ion and leaching have a clear effect  on porosity and permeabilit y.   
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The poor correlat ion between φ and log K shown in Figure 5-7 is typical in 
samples where mechanical and chemical diagenesis have great ly affect ed 
and altered the original propert ies result ing in complex pore geomet ry 
(Comisky et  al. ,  2007).  Although Sarah Formation is considered as a t ight  
gas reservoir in the subsurface  (Al-Mahmoud and Al-Ghamdi,  2010),  it s  
outcrop analog shows relat ively high porosity and permeabilit y values 
(Figure 5-1 –  Figure 5-7).  This is probably due to  important  diagenet ic 
factors such as burial depth,  type and amount  of cement ,  leaching by 
meteoric water,  dissolut ion and mineral replacement ,  etc.  For example in 
some of the studied samples,  the coat ing of quartz grains by authigenic 
kaolinites (Figure 4-5 –  Figure 4-7) prevented quartz overgrowth; and thus 
preserved the init ial porosity and permeabilit y.  In addit ion, when dealing 
with outcrop samples,  one should take into considerat ion the eff ects of 
meteoric water in leaching and dissolut ion of minerals.   Therefore,  the 
cement  percent ,  when studied alone and separately,  may not  give either a 
proper interpretat ion or a clear relat ionship with φ and/or log K ( Figure 
5-12 –  Figure 5-13).  Thus, understanding the role of the diagenet ic effect s 
may help solving the difficulty of predict ing  reservoir qualit y of Sarah 
Formation. Al-Mahmoud and Al-Ghamdi (2010)  and Briner et  al.  (2010)  
at t ributed this difficulty to  other factors,  as well,  like complexity of facies,  












Figure 5-9: Relat ionship between logarithm of permeabilit y and grain size  



















































Figure 5-11: Relat ionship between logarithm of permeabilit y and sort ing  



















































Figure 5-13: Relat ionship between logarithm of permeabilit y and cement  









































5.6. Mercury Injection Capillary Pressure (MICP)  
MICP tests were performed for 10 representat ive samples  using a 
penetrometer stem volume of 1.06 to  1.7 mL. Contact  angle is 140 degrees 
and the mercury surface tension is 480 dynes/cm. Two correct ions are 
usually done; those are: Blank, and conformance correct ions.   
During MICP tests,  different  materials undergo varying degrees of 
compression recorded as small but  measurable int rusion/extrusion data.  In 
Figure 5-14, note the deviat ion of the uncorrected capillary pressure curve 
from the expected asymptot ic t rend. This behavior is corrected  by the blank 
correct ion. We used an “operator generated” blank correct ion file.  The 
correct ion is done by analyzing a non-porous sample with the bulk vo lume 
and composit ion similar to  the  porous sample being tested . For analyz ing  
quartz-rich sandstone, amorphous quartz is used.  
When mercury is injected into the sample,  the intrusion is recorded at  each 
pressure step.  As mercury surrounds or conforms to the sample surface 
irregular it ies,  this is recorded as int rusion without  actual int rusion of 
mercury into the pores.  In conformance correct ion, all int rusion data 
recorded prior to  the init ial entry pressure,  at  which mercury intrudes the 
actual pore system, are subtracted. This correct ion is necessary if MICP 
curves are used for further est imat ion of permeabilit y.  Since this is beyond 
the scope of our work, conformance correct ion was not  really necessary.  
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So, after mercury starts to  int rude into the pores,  each step of int rusion is 
recorded with the corresponding pressure needed for int rusion. Figure 5-15 
shows the incremental int rusion of mercury versus pore -throat  diameter .  
Generally,  the curves show a bimodal dist ribut ion of pore-throat  sizes.  In 
addit ion, a composite plot  of cumulat ive intrusion against  pressure is  
presented in Figure 5-16. Table 5-1 shows a summary of the results of MICP 
in addit ion to  the corresponding Helium porosity and permeabi l it y 
measurements for  each sample.  It  is obvious that  as the permeabi l it y 
decreases,  the pressure needed for int rusion of mercury is increased. By 
comparing the permeabilit y values with MICP curves in Figure 5-16, one 
can just ify the variance in the curves.  For example,  the permeabilit y for  
sample # RC3-H3 equals 6.04 md, so it  needs higher pressure for mercury 
to  int rude into the pore system than in case of sample # SR9-V3 which has 





Figure 5-14: Illust rat ion of blank correct ion. The blue curve is "Blank" 
corrected, the red one is uncorrected. The blank correct ion is the green 


















































Figure 5-16: A composite plot  of MICP curves versus cumulat ive intrusion. The curves are color coded –  blue,  











































Table 5-1: Summary o f MICP results compared with measured helium porosity and permeabilit y  















Total Intrus ion 
Volume =  
0.12 0.1667 0.11 0.1339 0.1018 0.1213 0.1209 0.1387 0.0989 0.12 mL/g 
Total Pore Area =  0.78 0.676 0.626 2.625 2.213 0.105 0.337 0.122 0.153 0.16 m²/g 
Median Pore 
Diameter (Volume) =  
37394.00 204589 83656 8550 222352 390851 151722 194818 272427 245792.00 A 
Median Pore 
Diameter (Area) =  
1431.00 1002 999 551 104 2245 1786 4728 2253 5048.00 A 
Average Pore 
Diameter (4V/A) =  
6373.00 9864 7304 2040 1840 46171 14339 45526 25815 30499.00 A 
Bulk Density at 0.52 
ps ia = 
3.59 2.8016 3.4929 3.2440 3.8347 3.1888 4.1485 2.9274 2.9271 3.19 g/mL 
He Poros ity =  26.56 29.73 30.78 30.81 21.53 24.76 23.21 24.26 28.17 28.37 % 





5.7. Reservoir Heterogeneity  
Both sedimento logic and petrologic heterogeneit y defines the reservo ir  
qualit y.  Heterogeneity in a sandstone reservo ir depends on var ious 
controlling factors,  e.g. sandstone geometry,  reservo ir st ructur a l 
parameters,  dist r ibut ion of facies,  sedimentary st ructures,  laminat ion and 
bedding, as well as the effects of diagenesis on both porosity and 
permeabilit y (Ahmed Tarek, 2001; Higley et  al. ,  1997).  The diagenet ic 
factors, e.g.  compact ion, cementat ion, leaching and disso lut ion, may affect  
the petrophysical parameters e it her by preservat ion, destruct ion or 
enhancement .  Thus, heterogeneity occurs at  different  scales ,  from 
microscopic to gigascopic,  i.e. ,  from pore-sca le to  basin-scale (Adams et  
al. ,  2011; Jennings et  al. ,  2007 ; Pranter et  al. ,  2006 ; Tiab and Donaldson,  
2004).   
Heterogeneity measures are geostat ist ical character ist ics that  provide a 
numerical value for descr ibing heterogeneity in a data dist r ibut ion and use 
that  value for compar ing heterogene ity with other dist r ibut ions or 
reservo irs (Jensen, 2000; Lake and Jensen, 1989).  The heterogeneit y o f 
Sarah Format ion as a sandstone reservo ir is discussed in this sect ion based 
on the three most  common stat ic measures,  namely coefficient  of var iat ion,  




5.7.1.  Coefficient of Variation  
The coeffic ient  of var iat ion (CV) equals the standard deviat ion divided by 
the mean. It  is used as indicat ion o f heterogeneity.  With regard to 
permeabilit y,  CV is less than 0.5 in a homogenous medium, between 0.5 
and 1.0 in a heterogeneous one, and greater than 1.0 if the  dist r ibut ion is 
very heterogeneous (Lake and Jensen, 1989).  
Permeabil it y dist r ibut ions o f Bukair iyah, Sarah, Hanadir,  and Khanas ir  
Sarah paleovalleys have CV values equal to  0.62, 1.94, 1.24 and 1.17,  
respect ively.  These values indicate heterogeneous to  very heterogeneous  
dist r ibut ions for permeabilit y in t hese paleovalleys.  
5.7.2.  Dykstra-Parsons Coefficient  
The Dykstra-Parsons coeffic ient  (Dykstra and Parsons,  1950) is also known 
as “coefficient  o f permeabilit y var iat ion”  or “Reservo ir Heterogeneity 
Index” .  The Dykstra-Parsons coefficient  is the most  common heterogeneit y 
measure.  Tiab and Donaldson (2004)  descr ibed it  as an excellent  tool for 
character izing a reservo ir ’s heterogeneity.  It  is based mainly on 
permeabilit y var iat ions.  This coeffic ient  can be obtained from the equat ion  




where k0.50 is the median permeabilit y,  and  k84.1 is the permeabilit y va lue 
one standard deviat ion above k0.50 on a log-permeabilit y plot .  VDP equals 
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zero for an idea lly homogeneous reservo ir,  0 -0.25 for a slight ly 
homogeneous one, 0.25-0.5 for a heterogeneous dist r ibut ion, 0.5 -0.75 if it  
is very heterogeneous, 0.75-1 in an extremely heterogeneous reservo ir,  and 
greater than one if the reservo ir  is perfect ly heterogeneous (Tiab and 
Donaldson, 2004).  
The Dykstra-Parsons coefficient  was calculated from a set  of permeabi l it y 
values from Sarah paleovalleys.  The permeabilit y measurements from each 
outcrop were sorted in a descend ing order.  Then, the percent  of 
permeabilit y values greater than each permeabilit y value in the dist ribut ion 
was computed (Tables 5-2 to  5-6).  What  comes next  is plot t ing the result s 
on a log probabilit y paper  (Figure 5-17-5.17).  The Dykstra-Parsons 
coefficient  was then calculated for each paleovalley.  
Dykstra-Parsons coefficient  of permeabilit y variat ion  
For Bukairiyah paleovalley;  
k0.50 = 7.2,  k84.1= 3.2;  𝑉𝐷𝑃  = (𝑘50 − 𝑘84.1)/𝑘50 = (7.2 –  3.2)/7.2 = 0.56 
For Hanadir paleovalley;  
k0.50 = 95, k84.1= 11;  𝑉𝐷𝑃  = (𝑘50 − 𝑘84.1)/𝑘50 = (95 –  11)/95 = 0.88 
For Sarah paleovalley;  
k0.50 = 34.05, k84.1= 9.56;  𝑉𝐷𝑃  = (𝑘50 − 𝑘84.1)/𝑘50 = (34.05 –  9.56)/7.2 =0.72 
For Sarah Ridge;  
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k0.50 = 147.47, k84.1= 31.72;  𝑉𝐷𝑃  = (𝑘50 − 𝑘84.1)/𝑘50 = (147.47 –  31.72)/7.2 = 
0.78 
Hence, the Dykstra-Parsons coefficients indicate that  the Sarah Reservo ir  
is very to  extremely heterogeneous. The Bukairiyah and Sarah paleovalleys 
represent  very heterogeneous reservoir s,  whereas the Hanadir paleovalley 




Table 5-2:  Frequency dist r ibut ion for the permeabilit y measure ments in 




probabil ity  K (md)  
Sample 
No.  
probabil ity  K (md)  
S2H3 0.00 27.10 S2H8 0.50 10.29 
S2H1 0.02 23.02 S1H1 0.52 9.98 
S2H7 0.05 18.26 S2V4 0.55 9.19 
S2V3 0.07 17.46 S1H6 0.57 9.03 
S2V2 0.09 16.88 S1H4 0.59 8.56 
S2V6 (c)  0.11 15.75 S1V2 0.61 8.28 
S2H5 0.14 15.21 S1H2 0.64 8.21 
S2H4 0.16 14.93 S1V12 0.66 4.68 
S2H11 0.18 13.88 S1V13 0.68 4.37 
S2H10 0.20 13.53 S1H13 0.70 3.82 
S2V10 0.23 13.31 S1H8 0.73 3.44 
S1V5 0.25 13.27 S1V11 0.75 3.38 
S1V4 0.27 12.65 S1H9 0.77 3.33 
S2H9 0.30 12.41 S1H7 0.80 3.27 
S2V11 0.32 11.97 S1H12 0.82 3.22 
S2V9 0.34 11.93 S1H11 0.84 2.52 
S1V6 0.36 11.84 S1V9 0.86 2.38 
S2V6 (a)  0.39 11.82 S1V7 0.89 1.91 
S1H3 0.41 11.12 S1H10 0.91 1.89 
S2V6 
(b)  
0.43 11.10 S1V8 0.93 1.87 
S2V5 0.45 10.65 S1V10 0.95 1.81 






Figure 5-17: Dykstra-Parsons plot  for permeabilit y measurements from 




Table 5-3:  Frequency dist r ibut ion for the permeabilit y measurements in  
Hanadir paleovalley 
 
Layer  No.  probabil ity  K (md)  Layer  No.  probabil ity  K (md)  
SR-2-V3 0 2252 SR-5-H4 0.25 787.22 
SR-2-H4 0.01 2160.1 SR-7C-H2 0.26 780.64 
SR-2-H5 0.02 2040.8 SR-9-V2 0.27 736.7 
SR-2-H1 0.03 2004.2 SR-7C-V3 0.28 736.01 
SR-2-H2 0.04 1857.6 SR-7C-V2 0.29 689.37 
SR-3-V2-C 0.05 1585.1 SR-7C-V1 0.3 635.54 
SR-7C-H3 0.06 1576.6 SR-1-V1 0.31 597.56 
SR-4-V2 0.07 1503.7 SR-1-V2 0.32 592.18 
SR-4-V1 0.08 1485.3 SR-5-V4 0.33 584.46 
SR-4-V3 0.09 1240.2 SR-5-H3 0.34 584.15 
SR-7B-H2 0.1 1193.2 SR-1-H1 0.35 515.57 
SR-2-H3 0.11 1147.2 SR-6-V1 0.36 504.9 
SR-9-V3 0.12 1111.5 SR-5-H1 0.37 501.24 
SR-4-H1 0.13 1055.1 SR-5-H2 0.38 458.22 
SR-3-V4 0.14 1003 SR-5-V3 0.39 455.56 
SR-9-V1 0.15 1000.5 SR-1-H2 0.4 437.2 
SR-2-V2 0.16 996.48 SR-6-H1 0.41 436.4 
SR-4-H2 0.17 963.76 SR-6-V2 0.42 401.25 
SR-3-V2-A 0.18 939.52 SR-7A-H2 0.43 399.23 
SR-3-V2-B 0.19 897.46 SR-6-H3 0.44 332.12 
SR-3-H3 0.2 870.87 SR-5-V1 0.45 328.71 
SR-3-H1 0.21 839.26 SR-5-V2 0.46 327.51 
SR-3-V1 0.22 832.58 SR-7A-H3 0.47 326.83 
SR-3-H2 0.23 814.86 SR-6-H2 0.48 297.63 





Table 5-4: Frequency dist r ibut ion for the permeabilit y measurements in 
Hanadir paleovalley (Contd.)  
 
Layer  No.  probabil ity  K (md)  Layer  No.  probabil ity K (md)  
SR-7A-H4 0.5 232.07 RC-2-H2 0.75 11.719 
SR-7A-V3 0.51 229.69 RC-2-V1 0.76 11.442 
SR-3-V5 0.52 40.178 RC-2-H4 0.77 10.821 
RC-1-H3 0.53 29.905 RC-4-V1 0.78 10.354 
RC-1-H1 0.54 28.018 RC-5-H2 0.79 10.099 
RC-1-H2 0.55 27.677 RC-3-H1 0.8 9.4909 
RC-1-H6 0.56 26.805 RC-5-H6 0.81 8.3195 
SR-7B-H1 0.57 24.733 RC-3-H2 0.82 7.7348 
RC-4-H4 0.58 23.498 RC-3-V1 0.83 7.6898 
RC-1-H8 0.59 22.28 RC-4-V3 0.84 7.5434 
RC-1-V4 0.6 21.719 RC-4-V2 0.85 7.4648 
RC-1-V3 0.61 20.763 RC-5-H1 0.86 7.3419 
RC-1-V5 0.62 20.622 RC-5-H3 0.87 7.3026 
RC-1-V6 0.63 20.521 RC-5-H5 0.88 6.9235 
RC-1-V8 0.64 19.562 RC-4-V5 0.89 6.4892 
RC-1-V7 0.65 18.867 RC-3-H3 0.9 6.0436 
RC-1-V2 0.66 17.761 RC-5-V5 0.91 5.3379 
RC-4-H1 0.67 16.755 RC-5-V2 0.92 5.1234 
RC-4-H2 0.68 16.249 RC-5-V1 0.93 4.9794 
RC-4-H3 0.69 15.399 RC-5-V4 0.94 4.9101 
RC-1-V1 0.7 14.893 RC-3-V2 0.95 4.3656 
RC-2-H3 0.71 14.6 RC-3-V3 0.96 4.1178 
RC-2-V2 0.72 14.489 RC-3-H4 0.97 3.8329 
RC-4-V4 0.73 13.385 RC-5-V3 0.98 2.8056 







Figure 5-18: Dykstra-Parsons plot  for permeabilit y measurements from 




Table 5-5: Frequency dist r ibut ion for the permeabilit y measurements in 
Sarah paleovalley  
 
Layer  No.  probabil ity  K (md)  Layer  No.  probabil ity K (md)  
SQ-1B-V1 0.00 757.48 SQ-1C-H2 0.25 52.58 
SQ-1B-V5 0.01 755.60 SQ-2C-V1 0.26 52.33 
SQ-1B-V6 0.02 750.41 SQ-2A-V4 0.27 49.33 
SQ-1B-V2 0.03 723.88 SQ-2C-V2 0.28 49.27 
SQ-1B-H1 0.04 721.37 SQ-2C-V3 0.29 49.20 
SQ-1B-V4 0.05 717.09 SQ-2A-V2 0.30 48.84 
SQ-1B-V3 0.06 713.88 SQ-2A-V1 0.31 45.60 
SQ-1B-H2 0.07 675.06 SQ-2B-H2 0.32 44.31 
SQ-1A-H1 0.08 559.27 SQ-3-V3 0.33 37.84 
SQ-1A-V6 0.09 493.63 SQ-5B-H4 0.34 37.50 
SQ-1A-H2 0.10 443.12 SQ-3-V4 0.35 37.36 
SQ-1A-H3 0.11 432.28 SQ-3-H4 0.36 36.77 
SQ-1C-V4 0.12 99.22 SQ-3-H1 0.37 35.98 
SQ-1C-V2 0.13 94.81 SQ-3-V2 0.38 33.93 
SQ-1C-V3 0.14 91.93 SQ-5B-V1 0.39 32.75 
SQ-1C-V1 0.15 90.11 SQ-7-V2 0.40 32.42 
SQ-1C-V7 0.16 90.01 SQ-5B-H3 0.41 32.04 
SQ-1C-V5 0.18 84.60 SQ-5B-H1 0.42 31.88 
SQ-1C-V6 0.19 75.92 SQ-7-V1 0.43 31.45 
SQ-2A-H2 0.20 62.79 SQ-1A-V1 0.44 30.68 
SQ-1C-H1 0.21 62.22 SQ-5B-V4 0.45 29.79 
SQ-1C-H4 0.22 60.46 SQ-6-H6 0.46 29.21 
SQ-1C-H3 0.23 56.64 SQ-1A-V2 0.47 28.91 








Table 5-6: Frequency dist r ibut ion for the permeabilit y measurements in  
Sarah paleovalley (Contd.)  
Layer  No.  probabil ity  K (md)  Layer  No.  probabil ity K (md)  
SQ-4-H1 0.49 26.99 SQ-5B-H5 0.75 14.48 
SQ-7-V3 0.51 26.57 SQ-6-H1 0.76 14.40 
SQ-6-H4 0.52 26.15 S3H6 0.77 11.63 
SQ-4-H2 0.53 26.04 SQ-5B-H6 0.78 11.53 
SQ-7-H4 0.54 25.82 S3H4 0.79 11.41 
SQ-7-V4 0.55 25.37 S3H8 0.80 11.17 
SQ-5B-V3 0.56 25.28 S3H7 0.81 11.05 
SQ-6-H5 0.57 25.19 S3V8 0.82 11.03 
SQ-5A-H2 0.58 24.56 S3H5 0.84 11.01 
SQ-1A-V3 0.59 22.94 S3H2 0.85 10.89 
SQ-7-H2 0.60 22.78 S3V5 0.86 10.74 
SQ-7-H1 0.61 22.68 S3V6 0.87 9.98 
SQ-6-H2 0.62 22.67 S3H1 0.88 9.89 
SQ-4-V3 0.63 22.46 S3V4 0.89 9.62 
SQ-7-H3 0.64 21.59 S3V10 0.90 9.52 
SQ-5B-H7 0.65 20.92 S3V1 0.91 9.45 
SQ-5A-H4 0.66 20.32 S3V7 0.92 9.24 
SQ-5B-H8 0.67 20.27 S3V11 0.93 9.08 
SQ-4-V2 0.68 18.86 S3V9 0.94 8.63 
SQ-5B-H2 0.69 18.59 S3V13 0.95 8.60 
SQ-5A-H3 0.70 18.47 S3V3 0.96 8.33 
SQ-4-V1 0.71 18.35 SQ-1A-V4 0.97 5.07 
SQ-5A-H1 0.72 18.09 SQ-3-V1 0.98 2.30 
SQ-5B-V5 0.73 17.87 SQ-1A-V5 0.99 1.26 






Figure 5-19: Dykstra-Parsons plot  for permeabilit y measurements from 




Table 5-7:  Frequency dist r ibut ion for the permeabilit y measurements in  
Khanasir Sarah paleovalley 
 
Layer  No.  probabil ity  K (md)  
KS-3C-H4 0.00 1628.70 
KS-3C-V3 0.05 1056.50 
KS-3C-H3 0.10 1047.10 
KS-3C-H1 0.14 910.64 
KS-3C-H2 0.19 910.42 
KS-3C-V2 0.24 825.51 
KS-3C-V1 0.29 706.26 
KS-9-H3 0.33 206.60 
KS-9-H6 0.38 191.46 
KS-9-H4 0.43 180.36 
KS-9-H5 0.48 172.76 
KS-9-V3 0.52 89.73 
KS-9-V4 0.57 88.68 
KS-9-H2 0.62 70.50 
KS-9-H1 0.67 60.61 
KS-1-V1 0.71 46.62 
KS-9-V1 0.76 46.29 
KS-1-V4 0.81 42.39 
KS-2-V2 0.86 39.53 
KS-1-V3 0.90 39.42 





Figure 5-20: Dykstra-Parsons plot  for permeabilit y measurements from 





5.7.3.  Lorenz Coefficient 
Lorenz (1905)  developed the Lorenz coefficient  as a measure of the 
concentrat ion of wealth.  It  was then introduced, as an important  parameter  
for characterizing porosity and permeabilit y heterogeneity within a 
reservoir  (Schmalz and Rahme, 1950).  
Generally,  Lorenz coefficient  is obtained by plot t ing cumulat ive flow 
capacity (𝐹𝑚) against  cumulat ive thickness ( 𝐻𝑚).  𝐹𝑚 and 𝐻𝑚 are calculat ed 
from the following equat ions (Ahmed Tarek, 2001; Lake and Jensen, 1989 ; 
Peters,  2012; Schmalz and Rahme, 1950; Tiab and Donaldson, 2004) 
















However,  suppose there are pairs of variables,  all posit ive,  every pair  
measured at  same locat ion, but  the thickness (h) is not  known, Fitch et  al.  
(2013) developed an alternate version of Lorenz coefficient  where the 
cumulat ive of the first  variable,  sorted in a descending order,  is plot ted 
against  that  of the other variable.  So, Lorenz coefficient  can be calculat ed 









The Lorenz coefficient  (Lc) ranges from zero, in a homogeneous reservoir ,  
to  one, in a heterogeneous reservoir.  Lc equals twice the area between the 
Lorenz curve and the line of perfect  equalit y (Figure 5-21).  To compute 
this area,  we do the following:  
1.  Calculate the total area below the Lorenz curve. This area equals  
∑(∅𝑐𝑢𝑚,   𝑖+1 −  ∅𝑐𝑢𝑚,   𝑖) ∗ 





2.  The area of the t riangle below the line of perfect  equalit y equals half 
the total area of the square.   
3.  So, the area between the Lorenz curve and the line of perfect  equalit y 
equals the total area below the Lorenz curve minus the area of the 
t riangle below the line of perfect  equalit y.  
Lc was calculated for the Sarah paleovalleys.  To compute Lc, the φ and k 
values for each paleovalley were arranged in a descending order.  Then the 
cumulat ive sums were calculated and normalized to  1.  Then, normalized ∑φ 
was plo t ted versus normalized ∑K on a Cartesian scale  (Figure 5-22-Figure 
5-25).  As an example,  Table 5-8 shows the calculat ions of Lc for the 
measurements of samples from Khanasir Sarah  paleovalley. Complet e 





Table 5-8: Calculat ion of Lorenz coefficient  for porosity and 
permeabilit y measurements from Khanasir  Sarah paleovalley  
 
φ  Cumulative  
% 
cumulative  
K Cumulative  
% 
cumulative  
32.24 0.00 0.00 1628.70 0.00 0.00 
29.60 32.24 0.06 1056.50 1628.70 0.19 
29.30 61.84 0.11 1047.10 2685.20 0.32 
29.13 91.14 0.16 910.64 3732.30 0.45 
29.06 120.27 0.22 910.42 4642.94 0.55 
28.73 149.33 0.27 825.51 5553.36 0.66 
28.45 178.06 0.32 706.26 6378.87 0.76 
28.42 206.51 0.37 206.60 7085.13 0.85 
28.37 234.93 0.42 191.46 7291.73 0.87 
28.17 263.30 0.48 180.36 7483.19 0.89 
27.87 291.47 0.53 172.76 7663.55 0.92 
24.82 319.34 0.58 89.73 7836.31 0.94 
24.79 344.16 0.62 88.68 7926.04 0.95 
24.76 368.96 0.67 70.50 8014.72 0.96 
24.04 393.71 0.71 60.61 8085.22 0.97 
23.54 417.75 0.75 46.62 8145.83 0.97 
23.36 441.29 0.80 46.29 8192.45 0.98 
23.17 464.65 0.84 42.39 8238.73 0.98 
23.12 487.82 0.88 39.53 8281.12 0.99 
21.60 510.94 0.92 39.42 8320.65 0.99 
20.95 532.54 0.96 7.41 8360.07 1.00 





























The Lorenz coefficients for the studied paleovalleys indicate high 
variabilit y in the dist ribut ion of porosity and permeabilit y.  The Lc for  
Bukayriyah, Hanadir,  Sarah and Khanasir Sarah paleovalleys are 0.30,  0.59, 
0.58 and 0.54, respect ively.  
5.7.4.  Summary of Heterogeneity of Sarah Paleovalleys 
Table 5-9 shows comparison of Heterogeneity parameters for Sarah 
paleovalleys.  The coefficient  of variat ion values range between 0.63 and 
1.93, indicat ing extremely heterogeneous dist ribut ion. Dykstra -Parsons 
coefficient  values range from 0.56 to  0.88 suggest ing very to  extremely 
heterogeneous reservoirs.  Lorenz coefficients show good correlat ion with 
Dykstra-Parsons coefficient  for Sarah paleovalleys ( Figure 5-26).  The 
studied heterogeneity parameters indicate  that  Sarah paleovalleys represent  





Figure 5-26: Correlat ion between Lorenz and Dykstra -Parsons coefficient s 



































Table 5-9: Heterogeneit y parameters for Sarah paleovalleys  
Parameters  Bukayr iyah Hanadir  Sarah 
Khanasir  
Sarah 
Mean 9.66 106.88 459.89 398.45 
Median 10.41 26.99 237.70 172.76 
Standard 
Deviation 
6.07 208.89 573.66 476.72 
CV 0.63 1.95 1.25 1.20 
VD P  0.56 0.88 0.72 0.78 
Lc 0.30 0.59 0.58 0.54 
Heterogeneity  








6 CHAPTER SIX 
CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS 
I conducted this study to character ize and compare different  scales o f 
deposit ional and post -deposit ional heterogeneity o f the late Ordovician 
glacio- fluvia l paleochannels.  I  studied several glacio - fluvia l paleochannels  
of the Sarah Format ion from a number o f outcrops in central Arabia.  Four  
paleovalleys were the target of this study, namely Bukayr iyah, Hanadir,  
Sarah, and Khanasir Sarah (Sarah Ridge) paleovalleys .  The approach in this  
study inc luded sedimento logical field  invest igat ions and laboratory 
petrological analys is.  Laboratory studies included thin sect ion petrography,  
XRD, SEM and MICP invest igat ions.  The porosity and permeabilit y 
measurements were carr ied out  for the core plugs to  detect  the micro -
heterogeneity within the five paleovalleys.   
6.1. Conclusions  
The result s o f petrographical analys is indicate that  the sandstones are 
dominant ly fine to  medium-grained, moderately- to well-sorted, quartz 
arenites.  The quartz grains are generally mono -crystalline.  Alkali- feldspars 
and plagioclase are the main components of the de tr ital feldspars in the 
samples.  Lithic fragments are absent  in most of the studied samples.  Mic a 
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grains range from 0-5 percent .  Heavy minerals were not  observed in the 
thin sect ions.  The grains are mainly sub-angular to  sub-rounded. QFL 
diagram shows that  the sandstones are quartz arenites (90 -100 % quartz,  0-
10 % feldspar,  and 0-5 % lit hic fragment s).   
Mud is the dominant  matr ix,  generally less than 2%. The cement ing 
mater ials (5-10%) include clay and iron oxides.  The SEM and XRD analyses 
prove the dominance o f kao linite as cement ing mater ial.  The abundance o f 
kao linite and ferruginous cement  resulted in a cr it ical reduct ion in  
permeabilit y.  However,  the coat ing o f quartz grains by kao linites retarded 
the compact ion and inhibited the quartz overgrowth, and hence played a 
significant  role in preserving the init ial porosity and permeabilit y.  Such 
preservat ion of porosity allowed the  dissolut ion of feldspar grains by pore 
fluids,  e.g. ,  meteoric water,  to create secondary porosity,  and subsequent ly 
enhanced the permeabilit y.  
The petrophysical analysis was conducted by measur ing porosity and 
permeabilit y for the samples of Sarah paleova lleys.  The measured porosity 
values from sample plugs range between 17 % and 56.7 % with an average 
value of 28 %. Both primary and secondary porosit ies have been registered.  
Leaching and dissolut ion created secondary intergranular porosity and 
intragranular microporosity.  The studied samples showed a very wide range 
of permeabilit y values ranging from 0.1 md to 2.27 Darcy, with an average 
of 0.25 Darcy. High permeabilit y values were recorded from loosely 
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packed, but  poorly cemented samples,  and low permeab ilit y from densely 
cemented and t ight  packed samples.  
The integrat ion and correlat ion between the results of thin sect ion, XRD,  
SEM, MICP, poro-perm analyses reveal the textural,  composit ional,  and 
diagenet ic effects on the petrophysical parameters and res ervoir qualit y of 
Sarah Formation.  Grain size variat ion, compact ion, cementat ion,  
dissolut ion, mineral replacement ,  quartz overgrowth, as well as pore size 
dist ribut ion and their connect ivity are the main controls affect ing porosity 
and permeabilit y.  
The reservoir heterogeneity analysis was conducted using three stat ic  
measures,  namely the coefficient  of variat ion, Dykstra -Parsons,  and Lorenz 
coefficients.  The results indicate that  Sarah Formation represent s  




6.2. Recommendations  
The following recommendat ions are suggested for future work and related 
research: 
1.  Extensive sedimentological studies  including other paleovalleys of 
Sarah Formation may help in correlat ion and characterizat ion of 
heterogeneity.  
2.  Integrat ion of the outcrop studies with the subsurface data from the 
Arabian basin may help in understanding and predict ing the reservo ir  
qualit y of Sarah Formation in the subsurface.  
3.  Detailed geostat ist ical modeling study will help characterizing the 
spat ial relat ionships among Sarah paleovalleys.   
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7 APPENDIX A 





Sample # S1H1 






























































































































































































Sample # S1H6 



































































Sample # S1-H8 






























































Sample # S2-H3 





































































Sample # S2-H4 
  





































































































Sample # S3-H4 





















































Sample # S3-H6 















































































































Sample # S3-V8 




























































































































































































































































Sample # KS-3C-V3  
  

















































Sample # KS-9-V2  
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Sample # SQ-1C-H4   






















































































Sample # SQ-4-V3   
















































































Sample # SQ-7A-H4   
















































































































Sample # SR7A-H4 
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8 APPENDIX B 




Table 1: Calculation of Lorenz coefficient for porosity and permeabili ty 
measurements from Bukayriyah paleovalley  
 
φ  Cumulative  
% 
cumulative  
K Cumulative  
% 
cumulative  
34.27 0.00 0.00 27.10 0.00 0.00 
29.87 34.27 0.03 23.02 27.10 0.06 
29.73 64.14 0.05 18.26 50.11 0.12 
29.66 93.87 0.08 17.46 68.37 0.16 
29.58 123.53 0.10 16.88 85.84 0.20 
29.16 153.11 0.13 15.75 102.71 0.24 
28.47 182.28 0.15 15.21 118.47 0.28 
28.13 210.75 0.18 14.93 133.68 0.31 
28.08 238.88 0.20 13.88 148.60 0.35 
27.82 266.96 0.23 13.53 162.49 0.38 
27.69 294.78 0.25 13.31 176.02 0.41 
27.67 322.47 0.27 13.27 189.33 0.45 
27.58 350.14 0.30 12.65 202.60 0.48 
27.22 377.72 0.32 12.41 215.25 0.51 
27.22 404.94 0.34 11.97 227.66 0.54 
27.10 432.16 0.37 11.93 239.63 0.56 
27.06 459.26 0.39 11.84 251.56 0.59 
26.99 486.32 0.41 11.82 263.40 0.62 
26.95 513.31 0.44 11.12 275.22 0.65 
26.93 540.26 0.46 11.10 286.34 0.67 





Table 2: Calculation of Lorenz coefficient for porosity and permeabili ty 
measurements from Bukayriyah paleovalley (Contd.)  
φ  Cumulative  
% 
cumulative  
K Cumulative  
% 
cumulative  
26.70 1.00 0.00 10.54 0.00 0.00 
26.67 27.70 0.02 10.29 10.54 0.02 
26.62 54.37 0.05 9.98 20.83 0.05 
26.60 80.99 0.07 9.19 30.80 0.07 
26.50 107.59 0.09 9.03 39.99 0.09 
26.35 134.09 0.11 8.56 49.03 0.12 
26.31 160.44 0.14 8.28 57.59 0.14 
26.29 186.75 0.16 8.21 65.87 0.15 
26.03 213.04 0.18 4.68 74.08 0.17 
25.90 239.07 0.20 4.37 78.76 0.19 
25.89 264.98 0.22 3.82 83.13 0.20 
25.89 290.87 0.25 3.44 86.95 0.20 
25.79 316.76 0.27 3.38 90.39 0.21 
25.69 342.54 0.29 3.33 93.76 0.22 
25.66 368.24 0.31 3.27 97.09 0.23 
25.61 393.90 0.33 3.22 100.37 0.24 
25.41 419.50 0.36 2.52 103.59 0.24 
25.26 444.92 0.38 2.38 106.11 0.25 
24.87 470.17 0.40 1.91 108.49 0.26 
24.72 495.05 0.42 1.89 110.40 0.26 
24.70 519.77 0.44 1.87 112.29 0.26 
24.58 544.47 0.46 1.81 114.15 0.27 
17.56 569.05 0.48 1.00 115.97 0.27 







Table 3: Calculation of Lorenz coefficient for porosity  and permeabili ty 
measurements from Hanadir paleovalley  
φ  Cumulative  
% 
cumulative  
K Cumulative  
% 
cumulative  
35.13 0.00 0.00 2252.00 0.00 0.00 
34.62 36.13 0.01 2160.10 2252.00 0.05 
32.84 70.75 0.03 2040.80 4412.10 0.10 
32.70 103.58 0.04 2004.20 6452.90 0.14 
31.74 136.28 0.05 1857.60 8457.10 0.18 
31.67 168.02 0.06 1585.10 10314.70 0.22 
31.67 199.69 0.07 1576.60 11899.80 0.26 
31.52 231.36 0.08 1503.70 13476.40 0.29 
31.37 262.88 0.09 1485.30 14980.10 0.33 
31.27 294.25 0.10 1240.20 16465.40 0.36 
30.98 325.53 0.12 1193.20 17705.60 0.38 
30.98 356.51 0.13 1147.20 18898.80 0.41 
30.83 387.48 0.14 1111.50 20046.00 0.44 
30.81 418.31 0.15 1055.10 21157.50 0.46 
30.81 449.13 0.16 1003.00 22212.60 0.48 
30.78 479.93 0.17 1000.50 23215.60 0.50 
30.74 510.71 0.18 996.48 24216.10 0.53 
30.65 541.46 0.19 963.76 25212.58 0.55 
30.62 572.10 0.20 939.52 26176.34 0.57 
30.56 602.72 0.21 897.46 27115.86 0.59 
30.45 633.28 0.23 870.87 28013.32 0.61 
30.41 663.73 0.24 839.26 28884.19 0.63 
30.32 694.14 0.25 832.58 29723.45 0.65 







Table 4: Calculation of Lorenz coefficient for porosity and permeabili ty 
measurements from Hanadir paleovalley (Contd.)  
 
φ  Cumulative  
% 
cumulative  
K Cumulative  
% 
cumulative  
30.31 754.77 0.27 810.52 31370.89 0.68 
30.29 785.07 0.28 787.22 32181.41 0.70 
30.23 815.36 0.29 780.64 32968.63 0.72 
30.21 845.59 0.30 736.70 33749.27 0.73 
30.20 875.80 0.31 736.01 34485.97 0.75 
30.18 906.00 0.32 689.37 35221.98 0.77 
30.12 936.18 0.33 635.54 35911.35 0.78 
30.02 966.30 0.34 597.56 36546.89 0.79 
29.93 996.32 0.36 592.18 37144.45 0.81 
29.89 1026.25 0.37 584.46 37736.63 0.82 
29.86 1056.14 0.38 584.15 38321.09 0.83 
29.82 1086.00 0.39 515.57 38905.24 0.85 
29.77 1115.82 0.40 504.90 39420.81 0.86 
29.74 1145.59 0.41 501.24 39925.71 0.87 
29.70 1175.33 0.42 458.22 40426.95 0.88 
29.68 1205.04 0.43 455.56 40885.17 0.89 
29.67 1234.71 0.44 437.20 41340.73 0.90 
29.66 1264.38 0.45 436.40 41777.93 0.91 
29.54 1294.04 0.46 401.25 42214.33 0.92 
29.47 1323.58 0.47 399.23 42615.58 0.93 
29.37 1353.06 0.48 332.12 43014.81 0.94 
29.29 1382.42 0.49 328.71 43346.93 0.94 
29.20 1411.72 0.50 327.51 43675.64 0.95 
29.17 1440.92 0.51 326.83 44003.15 0.96 





Table 5: Calculation of Lorenz coefficient for porosity and permeabili ty 
measurements from Hanadir paleovalley (Contd.)  
 
φ  Cumulative  
% 
cumulative  
K Cumulative  
% 
cumulative  
29.02 1499.23 0.53 243.33 44627.61 0.97 
29.00 1528.25 0.54 232.07 44870.94 0.98 
28.72 1557.25 0.56 229.69 45103.01 0.98 
28.61 1585.97 0.57 40.18 45332.70 0.99 
28.60 1614.59 0.58 29.91 45372.88 0.99 
28.58 1643.18 0.59 28.02 45402.78 0.99 
28.54 1671.76 0.60 27.68 45430.80 0.99 
28.42 1700.30 0.61 26.81 45458.48 0.99 
28.40 1728.72 0.62 24.73 45485.28 0.99 
28.24 1757.11 0.63 23.50 45510.02 0.99 
28.22 1785.35 0.64 22.28 45533.51 0.99 
28.20 1813.57 0.65 21.72 45555.79 0.99 
28.15 1841.77 0.66 20.76 45577.51 0.99 
28.11 1869.92 0.67 20.62 45598.28 0.99 
28.09 1898.02 0.68 20.52 45618.90 0.99 
28.05 1926.11 0.69 19.56 45639.42 0.99 
27.97 1954.16 0.70 18.87 45658.98 0.99 
27.79 1982.13 0.71 17.76 45677.85 0.99 
27.76 2009.92 0.72 16.76 45695.61 0.99 
27.62 2037.69 0.73 16.25 45712.36 0.99 
27.61 2065.31 0.74 15.40 45728.61 0.99 
27.58 2092.91 0.75 14.89 45744.01 0.99 
27.02 2120.50 0.76 14.60 45758.91 0.99 
27.00 2147.52 0.77 14.49 45773.51 1.00 





Table 6: Calculation of Lorenz coefficient for porosity and permeabili ty 
measurements from Hanadir paleovalley (Contd.)  
 
φ  Cumulative  
% 
cumulative  
K Cumulative  
% 
cumulative  
26.79 2201.75 0.78 13.04 45755.25 0.99 
26.55 2228.54 0.79 11.72 45768.29 1.00 
26.45 2255.09 0.80 11.44 45780.01 1.00 
26.02 2281.53 0.81 10.82 45791.45 1.00 
25.98 2307.55 0.82 10.35 45802.27 1.00 
25.31 2333.53 0.83 10.10 45812.63 1.00 
25.31 2358.84 0.84 9.49 45822.73 1.00 
24.84 2384.15 0.85 8.32 45832.22 1.00 
24.77 2408.98 0.86 7.73 45840.54 1.00 
24.76 2433.76 0.87 7.69 45848.27 1.00 
24.21 2458.51 0.88 7.54 45855.96 1.00 
24.10 2482.72 0.88 7.46 45863.51 1.00 
24.09 2506.83 0.89 7.34 45870.97 1.00 
23.62 2530.91 0.90 7.30 45878.31 1.00 
22.91 2554.53 0.91 6.92 45885.62 1.00 
22.58 2577.44 0.92 6.49 45892.54 1.00 
22.37 2600.02 0.93 6.04 45899.03 1.00 
22.06 2622.40 0.93 5.34 45905.07 1.00 
21.53 2644.46 0.94 5.12 45910.41 1.00 
21.37 2665.99 0.95 4.98 45915.53 1.00 
21.12 2687.36 0.96 4.91 45920.51 1.00 
21.06 2708.49 0.97 4.37 45925.42 1.00 
19.93 2729.55 0.97 4.12 45929.79 1.00 
19.37 2749.48 0.98 3.83 45933.91 1.00 
19.10 2768.85 0.99 2.81 45937.74 1.00 
19.05 2787.95 0.99 2.79 45940.54 1.00 





Table 7: Calculation of Lorenz coefficient for porosity and permeabili ty 
measurements from Sarah paleovalley  
 
φ  Cumulative  
% 
cumulative  
K Cumulative  
% 
cumulative  
56.71 0.00 0.00 757.48 0.00 0.00 
55.74 57.71 0.02 755.60 757.48 0.07 
55.70 113.45 0.04 750.41 1513.08 0.15 
55.22 169.15 0.06 723.88 2263.49 0.22 
55.09 224.37 0.08 721.37 2987.37 0.29 
54.47 279.46 0.10 717.09 3708.74 0.36 
53.68 333.93 0.12 713.88 4425.83 0.43 
53.42 387.61 0.14 675.06 5139.71 0.50 
53.13 441.02 0.16 559.27 5814.77 0.56 
52.86 494.16 0.18 493.63 6374.04 0.61 
52.39 547.02 0.20 443.12 6867.67 0.66 
51.13 599.41 0.22 432.28 7310.79 0.71 
38.32 650.54 0.24 99.22 7743.07 0.75 
37.47 688.85 0.26 94.81 7842.29 0.76 
36.88 726.32 0.27 91.93 7937.10 0.77 
35.08 763.21 0.28 90.11 8029.04 0.77 
33.22 798.29 0.30 90.01 8119.15 0.78 
33.17 831.51 0.31 84.60 8209.16 0.79 
33.10 864.68 0.32 75.92 8293.75 0.80 
33.08 897.77 0.33 62.79 8369.67 0.81 
32.90 930.85 0.35 62.22 8432.46 0.81 
32.64 963.75 0.36 60.46 8494.68 0.82 





Table 8: Calculation of Lorenz coefficient for porosity and permeabili ty 
measurements from Sarah paleovalley (Contd.)  
 
φ  Cumulative  
% 
cumulative  
K Cumulative  
% 
cumulative  
28.17 1026.84 0.38 52.61 8611.78 0.83 
27.98 1055.01 0.39 52.58 8664.38 0.84 
27.73 1082.98 0.40 52.33 8716.96 0.84 
27.19 1110.71 0.41 49.33 8769.29 0.85 
26.31 1137.90 0.42 49.27 8818.62 0.85 
25.07 1164.21 0.43 49.20 8867.88 0.86 
25.07 1189.28 0.44 48.84 8917.08 0.86 
24.93 1214.34 0.45 45.60 8965.92 0.86 
24.64 1239.27 0.46 44.31 9011.52 0.87 
24.45 1263.91 0.47 37.84 9055.83 0.87 
24.33 1288.36 0.48 37.50 9093.67 0.88 
24.28 1312.68 0.49 37.36 9131.17 0.88 
24.26 1336.96 0.50 36.77 9168.53 0.88 
24.11 1361.22 0.51 35.98 9205.30 0.89 
24.04 1385.33 0.51 33.93 9241.28 0.89 
24.02 1409.37 0.52 32.75 9275.21 0.89 
24.01 1433.39 0.53 32.42 9307.97 0.90 
23.94 1457.40 0.54 32.04 9340.39 0.90 
23.89 1481.34 0.55 31.88 9372.43 0.90 
23.79 1505.23 0.56 31.45 9404.31 0.91 
23.76 1529.02 0.57 30.68 9435.75 0.91 
23.48 1552.78 0.58 29.79 9466.43 0.91 
23.47 1576.27 0.59 29.21 9496.22 0.92 
23.38 1599.74 0.59 28.91 9525.43 0.92 




Table 9: Calculation of Lorenz coefficient for porosity and permeabili ty 
measurements from Sarah paleovalley (Contd.)  
 
φ  Cumulative  
% 
cumulative  
K Cumulative  
% 
cumulative  
23.36 1646.49 0.61 26.99 9581.94 0.92 
23.30 1669.85 0.62 26.57 9608.93 0.93 
23.24 1693.15 0.63 26.15 9635.50 0.93 
23.23 1716.38 0.64 26.04 9661.65 0.93 
23.21 1739.62 0.65 25.82 9687.69 0.93 
23.11 1762.83 0.65 25.37 9713.51 0.94 
23.04 1785.93 0.66 25.28 9738.88 0.94 
23.00 1808.98 0.67 25.19 9764.16 0.94 
22.92 1831.98 0.68 24.56 9789.35 0.94 
22.89 1854.90 0.69 22.94 9813.92 0.95 
22.87 1877.79 0.70 22.78 9836.85 0.95 
22.82 1900.66 0.71 22.68 9859.64 0.95 
22.81 1923.48 0.71 22.67 9882.31 0.95 
22.56 1946.29 0.72 22.46 9904.98 0.96 
22.41 1968.85 0.73 21.59 9927.45 0.96 
22.17 1991.25 0.74 20.92 9949.04 0.96 
22.15 2013.42 0.75 20.32 9969.96 0.96 
22.03 2035.57 0.76 20.27 9990.28 0.96 
21.97 2057.60 0.76 18.86 10010.55 0.97 
21.97 2079.57 0.77 18.59 10029.41 0.97 
21.90 2101.54 0.78 18.47 10048.00 0.97 
21.85 2123.44 0.79 18.35 10066.47 0.97 
21.82 2145.30 0.80 18.09 10084.81 0.97 
21.76 2167.12 0.80 17.87 10102.91 0.97 





Table 10: Calculation of Lorenz coefficient for porosity and 
permeability measurements from Sarah paleovalley (Contd.)  
 
φ  Cumulative  
% 
cumulative  
K Cumulative  
% 
cumulative  
21.32 2210.55 0.82 14.48 10136.88 0.98 
21.31 2231.88 0.83 14.40 10151.36 0.98 
21.22 2253.19 0.84 11.63 10165.76 0.98 
21.10 2274.40 0.84 11.53 10177.40 0.98 
20.90 2295.50 0.85 11.41 10188.93 0.98 
20.88 2316.40 0.86 11.17 10200.33 0.98 
20.81 2337.28 0.87 11.05 10211.50 0.98 
20.70 2358.09 0.88 11.03 10222.55 0.99 
20.69 2378.79 0.88 11.01 10233.59 0.99 
20.65 2399.48 0.89 10.89 10244.60 0.99 
20.65 2420.13 0.90 10.74 10255.49 0.99 
20.23 2440.79 0.91 9.98 10266.23 0.99 
20.21 2461.02 0.91 9.89 10276.21 0.99 
20.10 2481.23 0.92 9.62 10286.11 0.99 
20.08 2501.32 0.93 9.52 10295.73 0.99 
19.82 2521.41 0.94 9.45 10305.25 0.99 
19.71 2541.22 0.94 9.24 10314.70 0.99 
19.66 2560.93 0.95 9.08 10323.95 1.00 
19.50 2580.59 0.96 8.63 10333.02 1.00 
19.37 2600.09 0.97 8.60 10341.66 1.00 
19.34 2619.46 0.97 8.33 10350.25 1.00 
19.31 2638.80 0.98 5.07 10358.58 1.00 
19.26 2658.11 0.99 2.30 10363.65 1.00 
16.92 2677.37 0.99 1.26 10365.95 1.00 
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